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WINS A

HARVARD

VICTORY OVER

.lino.
BncKiey
squirmed
through for nHe yards und' Bradlee
made the first down.
O'Brien ran
nine yards more, and on a double
pass, Hardwick went to Yale's
line. Two fake kick' formations made
seven yards and Yale took the hall
on her
;
line. '
Knowles kicked and Harvard started rushing again from
iine. Yale forced a punt, and on a
fake kick Knowles ran 27 yards, pass-i-n
g all Harvard men except Brickley,
who downed him in the center of the
field.
On a wing shift Ainsworth
line. Guernstruggled to the
zy missed a goal by a. tew feet and
Harvard was saved. The first half
ended 30 'seconds later.
Third Period In the second half
Brann succeeded Carter for Yale.
Brickley kicked off. and on the first
rush Knowles circled Harvard's right
d
lor 35 yards. Guernzy
low and it was Harvard's. Ball on her
line. Two exchanges of punts
gave Harvard the ball on her
mark. Mahan turned Yale's right end
and ran 20 yards, and Dana, on the
same formation, went to Yale's
line. Mahan made it first down
and the Crimson backs rushed to
Yale's
line. Brickley then!
dropped back and kicked his third!
field' goal. Score: Harvard, 9; Yale, 5.
Knowles kicked off and Mahan, on
the second rush, ran to Yale's
line, Ainsworth tackling him. Brickley
repeated the feat a moment later and
went to the
mark, where Wilson threw him. Avery was hurt and
gave way to McLeish. Brickley dropmark and
ped back to the
kicked his fourth field goal by a narrow margin. Score: Harvard. 12;

YALE

d
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BRICKLEY IS STAR OF THE CONTEST WITH FOUR GOALS TO
HIS CREDIT

probable that it was baroken into after it left South Bend.
None of the persons whose names
were iu the school book are known at

BLOODY CLOTHES
FOUND

d

South Benu.

IN A

A

CARELESSNESS OF O'BRIEN GIVES
OPPOSING TEAM ADDITIONAL

d

TWO POINTS

Charles
Brickley, with the assistance of
the rest of the Harvard varsity team,
broke, djown all Crimson traditions
today by defeating Yale 15 to 5. The
famous halfback scored with his educated right foot four goals from the
field from behind his rush line and
This exploit
one from placement
had only been equalled once or twice
in the history of American football.
The Yale scores came on a goal
on the field by Guernzy and a mis
taken safety by O'Brien of Harvard.!
The latter was made after a Yale
kickoff had struck the Harvard goal
post and the Harvard man picked it:
up and thoughtlessly touched it down
behind the line. Harvard outplayed
Yale except for a few minutes in the
third period when the Yale offense
made a grand march down the field;
of 4!) yards. The nearest that Yale
reached to Harvard's goal line was
the
line, while Harvard came
within 11 yards of the Yale back
Mass., Nov. 22.

Cambridge,

K.

'

j

j

d

line.

j

The defense by both teams was soj
rigid that scoring by field goals" was
For- the only chance at
ty seven thousand people sat in the
summer sunshine and the entire
crowd remained for the Harvard serpentine celebration, the first eer,
mad in a Yale game in the stadium";;
and the first celebration of a double
victory of the Crimson agaiifst the
point-making-

Blue.

Harvard and Yale met in their annual football game here today. The
game drew a record crowd of 47,000
persons. No other athletic event in
(his country at which a paid admission was required has ever drawn
such numbers.
The weather was fine from a spectator's standpoint, but the Indian summer air lacked the snap which puts
life and speed into football elevens.
First Period Guernzy kicked off
over the goal line, but Mahan ran the
ball out instead of making a touch-bacKne.
and went to the
He Wed the Blue lino for no gain,
then kicked, and with the sun in hia
face "Wilson fumbled but recovered
h
line.
the ball on the
hit tackle for five yards, then
lost a bit on an end run and Knowles
line.
punted to Harvard's
The Blue defense forced a return
kick! which was also fumbled but recovered. The return punt was run
line.
back by Mahan to Yale's
As Brickley dropped back for another
try at goal, Bradlee took the ball and
line. From
ran it to Yale's
that point Brickley had no trouble in
scoring a field goal-- Score: Harvard
Ains-wort-

.

d

d

.

S; Yale,

0.

Guernzy's kickoff hit the goal posts
and Mahan touched the ball down
back of the dine. The referee awarded a safety. Score:
Harvard, 3;
2.

Yale,
Second

PeriodThe first play of the
second period was a fair catch by
Mahan on Yale's
line. Brick
ley easily kicked a field goal from
placement. Score: Harvard, 6; Yale,
d

.2.

An exchange of punts after the kick- off gave the ball to Yale on Harvard's
ine. Two Bhlfts. yielded eight

yards and Guernzy dropped a goal
from the
mark. Score:
6; Yale, 5.
Brickley's kickoff went for a touch- back, and from the
line Yale
rushed eight yards in three tries. Lo
pan opuat the resulting punt and
was forced out of bounds at Harvard's
d

Har-vard- ,

d

d

d

d
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ORE., APPEARS ON
FLYLEAF

SHE IS FOUND IS CES MOINES
THE GIRL SAYS THE VICTIM
HAVE BEEN

ALICE

MAY

McCOR-MAC-

Aurora, 111., Nov. 22. The process
of elimination today only served to
intensify the myttery of die murder,
traces ot which, in the form of a
school book, a similarly
discolored section of a woman's un-- !
dergarinent and a revolver, Were found
in a lumber-ladebox car here yes- blood-staine-

d

CONSTITUTIONALIST
CIDES
'

j

terday.
j

PETIT

URY GETS

j

blood-soake-

j

San-Migu-

--

Aviator McMillen made a beautiful
flight over the city this morning
about 9 o'clock. The sky was clear
and there was not a breath of air
stirring, causing McMillen to decide
to try out his biplane. The flight
was unannounced, but it did not take
the populace long to learn that the
aviator was in the air. Many society
girls were obliged to get up unusually
early for Saturday morning in order
s
evolutions
to witness the
in the air. As a consequence many
kimonas and many heads of hair done
up in paper curlers were in evidence
Las "Vngas chickens the feathered
kind not being used to seeing aeroplanes, thought the machine was a
hawk. Offers of wet cornmash and
other dainties, failed to Induce them
to leave their roosts, where they took
refuge. This Is not a fake story.
Doubters may ask Mrs. E. J. Scott,
Dan Rhodes and other old settlers, all
of whom are willing to take an affidavit as to its truth..
It was the intention of Romaine
Fielding, who engaged the aviator' to
take part in his spectacular moving
picture drama, "The Golden God,"
this aftoutilize the daring biffl-maternoon if weather and light condi
tions were satisfactory for the taking
of pictures. Though it could not be
it was
announced authoritatively,
said that McMillen likely would fly
tomorrow.
bird-man'-

n

Miss Day thought Alice McCormack,
teacher of Springfield, Ore., might be
the girl in the mystery. Other names
in the book besides that of Miss Day
were Dr. A. H. Day, Colville, Wash.;
Charles Mautz, Colville, Wash..; Alfred Love, 092 Eas. Fifth street, Des
Moines, la.; Alfred Love, 922 Riverside avenue, Spokane, Wash.; Mrs.
C. A. Day, 500 North
26& street,
Portland, Ore., Miss D. H. Smith,

eral persons have availed themselves

of the privilege afforded by this law.
This, coupled with the remarkable
scarcity of serious crime In the county, was responsible for the shortness
of the criminal docket at the fall term
of the court, The cases continued are
not of a serious nature.
The grand jury is still at work and
doubtless will be in session for several days next week. The jury reported this morning, presenting one
e
bills.
true bill and eight
no-tru-

Among the latter was a report failing to find John Pinard and Thomas
Kane, the young men who are alleged to have gone joyriding in John

Papen's automobile without the owner's permission, guilty of larceny.
The owner of, thg machine was
wrathy when he found his car had
been used without his consent, and
he was desirous of having the accused young men punished. The man
indicted by the grand jury has not
been arrested, and his name is withheld from publication at this time.
It is stated about the court house
that the grand jurors are investigathalf feet square.
The police are now proceeding on ing the charges made in the traveling
Mithe theory that a woman was murder- auditor's report concerning San
ed and that her clothing was stowed guel county.
The last criminal ?case considered
away in the car together with the inwas that of Jacobo Brito, charged
Some
of
revolver.
the
criminating
with assault with a ; deadly weapon.
clothing could have been worked out
half comout of the door near which it lay, they After seeing a jury panel
former
his
withdrew
plea
Brito
pleted
think.
and announced a plea of guilty. It
was shown by his attorney that he is
Car Was Sealed
the Santa Fe railway
South Bend, Wash., Nov. 22. No employed by
a good reputation. Judge
and
hears
explanation could be given at the ofsentenced Brito to GO days in
fices of the South Bend Mills and Leahy
the county jail, suspending the senTimber company of the finding of
tence during good behavior.
bloodstained articles in a car of lumThe remainder of the term will be
ber shipped by them to Aurora, 111. devoted to the hearing of civil cases.
All the doors of the car were secure- The
arjudge will hear evidence and
ly fastened and sealed when it left guments in his chambers upon the
the mills, and the mill men think it Plaza.'
-

STORIES

El Paso, Tex.,, Nov. 22. Federals
are within 32 miles of Juarez, accords
now holding the boring to the
der Mexican town and Pancho Villa
and 1,000 men have gone out to meet
and fight them.
The statement was made at 10:;i0
o'clock this morning In Juarez to an
Associated Press representative
by
General Jose Rodriguez, one of Villa'?;
He declared
principal lieutenants.
that Villa and chief of staff, Juan
N. Medina, had loft an hour before
for the south, after receiving reliable
information that the federals had
reached Samalayuca, 32 miles below
Juarez.
General Rodriguez declared wtt
additional men were being prepared and would go south just as soon
as they could be loaded on the trains,
He said Villa and Medina took two
trainloads of men and that there were
trains enough to convey the other !
000 men as soon as the engines could
be fired up. The two trains that Villa took out would return for reinforcements in a short time, he declared.
...
Preparations hail" been made for a
big parade Tn Juarez 'this morning in
celebration of the victory of the rebels over the federals last Saturday,
but the preparations were called off
when the definite news came of the
near approach of the federals.
WTiy the federals should have got so
close co Juarez before Villa learned
of it is a mystery, if Villa has as
many men scattered south of Juarez
as he has claimed. He has always
said that he had 2,000 men outside
the city scattered along the Mexican
Central" railroad. Evidently these men
were not there, or Villa would have
been adv;.sed sooner of the approach
of the federals.
Villa claimed yesterday
that he
had 7,000 men ia Juarez. Just how
near this figure was correct is known
only to Villa and Ms chief lieutenants.
The town was literally alive with
rebel soldiers; every street and every
house, it seemed, was full of men. All
were being fitted out with shoes and
new blue overalls and jumpers. Some
were getting hats.
Villa gave it out on his arrival in
Juarez that be had destroyed the
Mexican Central as he came to Juarez
and that the federals could not follow. One of his staff officers declared Friday that the road had only been
torn up in places and that tiie federals could easily repair it.
"We hope they do repair it and
come after us," said the officer, "for
if they don't come after us we will
have to go after them, and we would
rather meet them in the open than
attack them in Chihuahua again."
Villa carried considerable artillery
with him this morning when he left
Juarez.
Villa returned to Juarez at 11
o'clock, after having distributed his
1,000 men along the railroad imme- diately south of Juarez, and began
of the
supervising the entraining
other troops. He said he did not in
tend to advance today to Samalayuca
to meet the federals there, but ex
pected to. concentrate his men about
ten miles south of Juarez to give battle to the federals there when they
should come closer.
Battle at 5 O'clock
Fighting 13 reported! to have already commenced between Villa's advance guard and the federal advance
guard. Villa expects to fight the federals about 15 miles out, and believes
3,--
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Miss Day is 17 years old, according
to word the police received today, and
the garment which they have found
was evidently worn by a woman con
siderably over the average in height

TO

MEXICAN NEWSPAPER SAYS THE
UNITED STATES WILL REC-

,

n

BILL

Claim Recognition is Coming
Mexico City, Nov. 22. The Mexican

morning newspapers under govern1
mient domination published on their
front pages today long articles regarding the alleged intention of the
United States government to recognize Provisional President Huerta in
the near future.
El Independiente had a
headline which read: "Huerta will be
recognized by the American government.
The special envoy of President Wilson able to prove anarchy
was reigning in the camp of the rebels of the north."
El Diario similarly displays an item
stating that Secretary Bryan had al
ready signed a communication recog
nizing Huerta. The same newspaper
quotes Querido Moheno, the Mexican
foreign minister as saying he has "no
official knowledge" of the fact, but
that from private sources he has received very optimistic news and has
hopes of an early "adjustment" of the
difficulties between Mexico and the
United States.
El Independiente, at great length,
relates that the failure of the conference between William Bayard Hale
t Carranza, the constitutionalist
leader, was due to the conviction of
President Wilson and Secretary of
State Bryan that the rebel chief could
not give assurances for the safety of
the lives and property ' of foreigners.
The newspaper continues:
"President Wilson and Secretary of
State Bryan, after listening attentively to the report of their envoy, decided that Provisional President Huerta was the only man capable of do,
minating the situation."
The same newspaper assures its
readers. that an official announcement
of the
recognition of Provisional
President Huerta is expected "within
a very few days."
The foundation for the optimism of
the Mexican press appears to be certain cablegrams received iere by foreign business men describing the horror felt by President Wilson at the
killing ot federal prisoners when the
rebels took Juarez.
The cablegrams were at first erroneously translated as referring to
tne Killing of American army men
there.
The Imparcial displayed the
story yesterday and it was copied by
the afternoon papers. It caused an
unmistakable atmosphere of optimism
in the national palace, where the
news appeared to be fully credited.
Rebels Hold Pearson Property
Rebels now control a district In
which are located some of the camps
of the Pearson syndicate in the Tux-padistrict of the state of Vera
Cruz, including the. Island of Potre-roof which Thomas Coleman, an
American, is alleged to have been
and
regarding which
Charge O'Shaughnessy is treating with
the Alexican foreign office.
The rebels are not Interfering with
the work in the oil camps, but are
contenting themselves with collecting tribute.
seven-colum-

d

HAKES

THE CURRENCY

ON

FOR
TROOP'S ARRIVAL

PEDDLING
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j

TV0 REPORTS OR
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d

A TEACHER

the battle will be on by 5 o'clock.
The federal advance is said to be followed by large reinforcements that
should make the two commands about
equal when they meet.
Heavy skirmishing was repportec
between the advance guards of th3
two armies at 3 o'clock. They were
distant between 15 and 20 miles south
of Juarez.
Practically all the rebel army except the 1,500 to remain behind to SENATE COMMITTEE'S WORK REgarrison Juarez, had left the border
SULTED IN DIFFERENCE OF
city by 2:30 o'clock thi.3 afternoon.
OPINION
Villa went with tbem.

SNEAK

SILENTLY

STOCK SHOW OPENS
Ft. Worth, ; Texas, Nov. 22. Linking modern Texas to the old cattle
days is the eighteenth annual National
Feeders and Breeders' show which
Herds of cattle
opened here today.
are being driven through the streets
with the same abandon as a generation ago. Big spurs are clanking
hotel lobbies.
through marble-paveChapareiios are' back in the best society. For & week Fort Worth is to
be the typical frontier cow town, with
its dust and ' .s ever present bovine
odor.
,
Preceding Ihte opening of the show
this afternoon there was a civic parade through ;the business section to
the stockyards. The parade was followed by th? formal opening exercises at the Coliseum. Governor Colquitt delivered, the principal address.

Miss Elsie Helba Day of Springfield,
Ore., owner of the school book, was
fouud last night at Des Moines. She
thought the murdered woman might
have been Miss Alice McCormack, a
Yale, 5.
t
school teacher, but the latter was
Guernzy kicked off and the bail
aiive
well
at
and
Harrisburgh,
line.
was run back to the
Oie,, today.
Soucy took Trumbull's place. Mahan
The revolver, with which the crime
punted as the period ended.
in believed to have been perpetrated,
alMahan
and
Brickley, by
Dana,
THE LACK 'OF CRIMINAL CASES
ternate end runs and slides off tackle, forms the principal clew. It is an
CAUSES JUDGE TO LET
ivtr Johnson, and bears the serial;
carried the ball to tne Bine's
THE BODY-- GO
''
line. Brickley kicked his fifth goal. number 02,507.
The
part of an under-- ; The criminal cases set for trial
Score: Harvard, 15; Yale, 5.
There were only six minutes left garment, which, with a school booki havting been continued
until the
to play. In that time Brickley had ana a revolver, both spattered with spring term of the district court at
a hard chance at a placement from; biood, was found here yesterday in a the recommendation of District Attorline, but the hair went; car of lumber consigned from South ney Charles W. G. Ward, Judge David
the
Bend., Wash., was not a giro's cloth- J. Leahy yesterday
low..
afternoon dising, but belonged to a woman, Captain charged
t
.'
July,.., -- The ..judge
ThaJinoup;
of i'olice Wirss said today. la the thanked the
for
their, services.
Vale
jurors
'Position
Harvard
school book, a German grammar, the
The discharge of the petit jury after
L. IS- .Obrien
Avery
L. T
Talbot name of Elsie Helba Day of Spring- less than four days 'of service marks
Storer, Capt
was written.
a new record in
county
L. G
Hitchcock
Ketcham, Capt' field, Ore.,
first theory of the police was courts. In former sessions the petit
The
N.
C
Marlngf
Trunbull
Pendleton! that the child owner of the book jurors were retained frequently for
R. G
Pennock
Warren might have been lured or dragged many days after the grand jury had
R. T
Gilman
.
tiie cur and attacked and slain, completed its labors and been disR.
E
Hardwick
close
examination .of the
Wilson
garment charged. The law permitting offendQ
Hogan
Ainsworth ci;ir. inced the authorities that it was ers to waive indictment and trial, apL. Q
Mahan
Knowles a part of a woman's dress rather than pearing before the district judge to
R. H
Bradlee
F
Guernzy; that of a girl, and this belief was fur- plead guilty to charges against them,
Brickley
ther confirmed today by word from has accomplished the saving of a large
Ves AIciufB. la., that Miss Day is vis- amount of money to San Miguel county. Since the June term of court seviting there mid is alive and well.

H'HlllEN

CITY EDITION.

1913.

22,

Portland, Ore., Nov. 22. Miss Alice
McCormack, a school
teacher near
Harrisbtirgh, Ore., whose name was
last night in connection REBELS LEARN OF THEIR NEARPOLICE
AURORA,
THINK mentioned
ILL.,
with the box car ;nystery, discovered
MURDER WAS COMMITTED IN
NESS AND GO OUT TO GIVE
at Aurora, 111., is1' 'at her home near
THEM BATTLE
WASHINGTON
Harrisbur.glv.She stated over the telephone today that sue could not exA BOOK
LEAD
THE
WITH
IN
IS
GARMENTS plain the presence in the box car of VILLA
the book given her by Miss Elsie Day.

drop-kicke-

GETS

YALE

NOVEMBER

Iowa.
The car in which the bloody clothing was found, it was learned, has
been in transit
October
since
23 and was loaded almost to the roof
with flat lumber. Both side doors and
one end door were sealed. The other
end door was open. Near this the
clothing and the revolver were found.
The open door was about two and a
Unionville,

,
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Complications Are Expected
Washington, Nov. 22. Rear Admiral Fletcher cabled oday that the
battleship New Hampshire had left
Tuxpam to return to Vera Cruz. Taken
in connection with the pledge of the
constitutionalist general, Aguilar, that
his men would not molest foreign
property, the movement was regarded
as evidence that the restoration of
order was complete between Tuxpam
and Tampico.
Madero Sent to Cuba
The Madero refugees were- transferred last night, to the scout cruiser
Chester from the battleniiip Rhcde
IslanJ. and the Chester sailed for
Havana.
With the full realization that there
probably can be no immediate developments in a diplpmatie sense pending
a clearing of the tangle in which the
Mexican congress has involved itself,
interest is now centered in the naval
situation on the gulf coast..
(Continued on Page Four)

THE OKLAHOMA

BE
SENATOR,
LOVED IN NEW MEXICO, WILL
TAKE THE FLOOR

"

Washington, Nov, 22 The
finai
legislative battle for President Wilson's currency bill began la the senate today with the presentation of re
ports from the divided banking committee. Submitting a report for tho
administration democrats, Chairmau
Owen gave notice ha would
open debate Monday.
Their bill follow
closely the lines of. the house measure, and contains only such amendments as President .Wilson was
willing
to accept
Senator Hitchcock, democrat, and.
the five republicans submitted' a
draft materially changing the bill and
proposing four reserve banks owned
by the public and controlled by the
government.
The report submitted by senator
Hitchcock contained many amendments it announced had been endorsed in the entire committee before
the administration and
forces separated, and added
that its signers were generally in favor of a government-ownecentral
bank. ,
"Waiving 6, strong preference which,;
prevailed In ''Committee in favor of a.
single government bank with branches," said the report
"we accepted
the regional bank plan as the only
congress, hut retained the amendment substituting four regional banks,
for 12. While the single government
bank plan would produce the
only
perfect mobilization ei reserves;' aa
had been demonstra,td by the
experi
ence of other countries, the adoption.
of four regional banks under a single
control will, it is thought, approximate this result, and in a country- 80 large 88 ours witb so many,'
banks.
probably prove efficient."
Senator Hitchcock will speak fol- lowing Senator Owen.
'

d

A MURDER PLOT
Trinidad, Col., Nov." 22. Dual investigations by the civil and military authorities into the facts surrounding;
the assassination of G, W. Belcher,
the detective who was shot, down ia
the streets of this city Thursday;
night, were conducted today, judge
--

Colorado

v. xjuuguiuu

"ji"

Vi.

tilts

guard continued with the
examination of witnesses and the
gathering of evidence, which probably will he placed before the military commission some time next week.
Corner B. B. SIpe, acting independently of the military authorities, has
called an Inquest for this afternoon,
and numbers of witnesses have beer
summoned.
Louis Zancanelli or Zanello, as he
is variously known, is still being held
incommunicado at the county jail
under a military guard. Four othera
are also under arrest pending a, fur'
ther in evstigation.
The intimation is made by both
civil and military authorities thai a
portion of the evidence secured implicates Others, and that the murder
'

.

was

the result

of

a plot

FAVOR MOTHERS' PENSIONS
St. Louis, Nov. 22 Uniform niar-nig turn uivorce laws, unuom compulsory education and child labor

laws and adequate mothers' pension'
laws were advocated in resolutions-adopteby the National League of
Compulsory Education officials during-the second session of its annual convention' here today. Truant officers,
of GO of the largest
cities in tho
country comprise the ten'rr.e.

,

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

leading educators of the state, views
on the campuses of the various edit- cationa'l Institutions, the names of
Ik
all the officers and delegates to the
convention and their places of resi
A GOOD
Mr. Ross declared that he
dence.
had made no effort o sell advertising
space in the program, merely outlining his scheme to several business
men. He said that he had sold in a
few hours yesterday over $600 worth
of space in the book, and he was conIT HAS SPECIAL
INDUCEMENTS
FOR EDUCATIONAL MEETvinced that over $ 1,000 could be raised, above the expense of printing.
ING IN 1914
Mr. Ross declared he had been asIn addition to the teachers of San sured by the hotel, lodging house and
Miguel county, George A. Fleming, restaurant men that there would be
club, no increase made In the prices of
secretary of the Commercial
will work in Albuquerque nest week accommodations should the convenin an effort to Induce tbe New Mexico tion be brought here. He said the
Educational association to name Las residents of the city had agreed1 to
in 1914. provide accommodations by renting
Vegas as its meeting pla
Charles W, G. Ward', district attor- spare rooms, and that there would
ney for the Fourth judicial district, be no difficulty In taking care of the
will deliver the official invitation of crowd. Over 100 automobile owners
Las Vegas at the meeting of the have agreed to allow their cars to be
teachers next week. He also will as- used for three hours on, each of the
sist in the work of creating a yearn three days of the convention, for the
ing desire for Las Vegas in 1914 in entertainment of the visitors. Mr.
Ross said excursions would be arthe hearts of the state educators.
The San Miguel county boosters ranged for each day, so that the
will open headquarters in, the armory teachers might view the interesting
in Albuquerque, which has been set scenic attractions or the surrounding
apart for the school exnibits. This cpuntry. He informed the directors
will be presided over by pretty girls that the theater men had agreed to
from the New Mexico Normal Uni- arrange for specia.1 attractions dur
teachers ing the convention, and that the Com
versity and good looking
from the Las Vegas city schools, who mercial club would give entertainMr. Ross
will treat each delegate to a pleasant ments for the delegates.
smile, a big dippertul of sweet cider, said his scheme would raise sufficiand a well cooked doughnut and pin ent money to build the proposed1 exat. the Santa Fe staupon his coat a pretty badge bearing hibit building
tion,
the convention were
Meadow
in
me
the
provided
"Meet
the words
not secured for Las Vegas next year.
j
City In 1914."
Mr. Ross' report was received with
All this was decider! upon at the
Com- enthusiasm by the directors.
the
of
the
of
directors,
meeting
The directors passed a resolution
mercial club last night, after it had
the work that is being
Thomas
commending
Director
announced
been
by
Ross that his brief Investigation as done upon the roads of the county,
chairman of a committee to look into and pledging the support of the Com
thf advisability of inviting the teach- mercial club to the efforts of the
ers' association here had convinced road commission and county commishim that Las Vegab can offer, with- sioners to bring the convict gang here
out qualification, to entertain the for work upon the Tecolote hill. The
pertacrgiies more royally and cor- state has offered to bring the men
dially tliun has been done by any here and do the work if the county
will furnish the provisions and ex
other cii.y i'i the state.
This will save the
As Santa e is making a hard fight plosives used.
as
the work can be
$1,500,
county
as
for the convention, and
Albuquer
done
the
state
for $500, while it
as
nominated
is
by
be
to
que
striving
the permanent meeting place of the would cost the county at least $2,000
educational association, it was Been for the same operations. The directthat. Las Vegas could1 not hope to ors also passed a resolution recom
land the 1914 meeting without effect mending that the Implement dealers
ing a compromise with the Ancient of the county and surrounding coun
City. Accordingly Secretary Fleming ties create a sentiment in favor of
vehicles, the narrow-tirewas requested to go this morning to wide-tirethe
of
farmers playing havoc
wagons
of
Hanta Fe. and assure the chamber
commerce there that if it would give with the, roads in bad weather.
Present at the meeting last night
Las Vegas its support this year, this
with Santa were President W. P. Southard, Vice
tatty would
Feans to land the convention for, the President F. O. Blood, Directors M.
Ross, William
capital in 1915. As Santa Fe had the Danzlger, Thomas
convention in 1911, ft; was believed Springer and Clarence Iden, Secretary
that it would be willing to give its George E. Fleming, President Frank
support to Las Vegas this year. Mr. H. H. Roberts of the Normal, SuperFlemin? loft for Santa Fe on the CalL intendent Rufus Mead of the city
foniia limited train this morning. schools and R. R. Larkin. The three
He will .;o from that place to Albu- educators were present for the purpose of assisting the club in formuquerque.
Should Santa Fe n.Q.t be willing to lating a plan for the campaign in Al
with Las Vegas, this city buquerque.
will not vive up, it having been
determined that a brisk campaign,
even though there be little likelihood "CASCARETS"
CLEANSE
of winning this year, will be a good
advertisement for the progressive
UVERQAN'D ROWELS
spirit of Las Vegas and will create
a sentiment among the teachers of
the state which will make them deNO HEADACHE
sirous of meeting here in some suc- FEEL BULLY!
BAD BREATH,
SOUR
STOMACH,
not
distant future.
ceeding year in the
CONSTIPATION
Mr. Ross, in making his report, said
Get a
box now.
he had hit upon a scheme of financAre you keeping your liver, stom
teachers
of
tho
entertainment
tbe
ing
that will prove a revenue getter and ach and bowels clean, pure and fresh
at the same time give all the men with Cascarets or merely forcing a
who contribute their money's worth. passageway every few days with salts,
Mr. Ross declared that he had outlin- cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
ed a '"dummy" for an official program, Important.
Cascarets Immediately cleanse tne
to contain the pictures of all the
stomach, remove the sour, undigested
and fermenting food and foul gases;
take the excess hile from the liver and
Stork
carry out of the system the consti
pated waste matter and poison in the
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Perfect Figure

MOULDER OF

Choir Loft

is the most potent charm of
womanly beauty and is attained
only through wearing a perfect
corset correctly fitted.
Our line of Corsets was se
lected with the idea of providing a model especially adapted
to every figureone which
would improve and beautify
the form and insure the wearer
those graceful and symetrical
lines of the prevailing fashions.

FASHIONS

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
Adrian
CONCEPTION
RaUeyrolle,

IN PUBLIC
pastor.
OFTEN HE APPEARS
First mass at 7:00 a.m.; second mass
LOOKING LIKE A BARBER
at 10 a. m. Sunday school In English
POLE
and Spanish at 3 P m., in Spanish at
3:30 p. m. Rosary an benediction
Loudon, Nov. 22. Lord Lonsdale,
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30
England's sporting earl, the man who
sets the fashion for the regular pat
Sunday school for EcgllBh speak- rons of the race courses and other
ing and Spanish speaking children places where sportsmen gather, and
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
whose dress is one o( the attractions
to visitors at the Olympic horse show
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR- and other such occasions, has outdone
ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor, himself this autumn.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun
At Newmarket the other day he
day excepted. Second mass 8.30; wore what a writer of fashion truly
sermon in English, hymns rendered described as "piquant". Here is a
by the children under the direction description of the earl's attire: "He
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass wore a chocolate brown suit, with
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish. stripea of a darker color. The mornFrom 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
ing coat 'was full skirted but saucy,
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra- with a
large flap pocket on either
ment. At the New Mexico Hospital side and two
large buttons at the
for the Insane, mass every fourth back. His black bowler waa slightly
Sunday by the pastor.
collar enclosed
conical; his turn-ove- r
a tie of red, white and yellow; his
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
waiscoat was white .with yellow
Regular services every Sunday morn- stripes, and was peculiarly long; his
ing at 11 o'olQck and Wednesday trousers were rather wide and turned
evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall. up at the bottom', showing brown
socks over patent leather shoes. His
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
was medium sized and worn
cigar
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
without, a band."
Rev. J. I. Imhof, pastor.
The West End tailors were ready
Communion and preaching 11 a. m.
with the chocolate brown suits, which
m.
30
Christian Endeavor, 6;
p.
are, all the fashion this season, but
Evening services, 7:30 p. m.
tho colored waistcoat and the tie
have not yet been copied.
FIRST M. E. CHURCH Cor '
HI.
Eighth and National avenue. Rev.
Tho Women's Municipal party, of
C. Anderson, pastor.
which
the Duchess of Marlborough is
Sunday school, 9:46. Morning worand moving spirit, has
the
organizer
o'clock.
ship with sermon at 11
been taking a prominent part in an
m.
6:15
Evening
p.
League,
election for a member from Church
worship with sermon at 7:30 o'clock.
A cordial Invitation Is extended to Ward to the Batters'ea borough coun
all who have no other place of wor- cil, and the duchess herself has been
canship to attend Clvine ervlces at this canvassing and working for her
didate, a Mrs. Cassidy.
church.
Churcii Ward is a working class
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH constituency and the appearance of
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug- the duchess in the mean Btreets of
las , avenue and Tenth street Morn- the ward and at the cottage doors of
voters on behalf of
ing worship and' sermon at 11 o'clock. the workingmen
been quite an event
Mrs.
seshas
Bible study and Sunday school
Cassidy
m. Society of Chris- in the district. Mrs. Cassidy has been
sion at 9:45
l?oor law guardian
for Batter-se- a
tian Endeavor at 6:30 p m.
for ten years and a school teachThe church extends a most hearty
Invitation to all people. Strangers er for 29 years and now tho Women's
and sojourners in the city especially municipal party and the Duccees of
welcomed.
Marlborough have, set themselves the
task of seeing that she is elected to
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH the borough council. The will do the
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National same in all municJjVJ elections of the
future ia which women candidates are
avenue. East Las Vegas.
No concerned. The party is a
Sunday next before Advent,
It supports neither
vember 23, 1913.
organization.
sufconservative, liberal, socialist,
Holy Communion, 7:30.
it is sim-plSunday school, 9:45.
fragist nor
aWomens party with the watch
Morning prayer and sermon, 11
Men
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
word: . "Reform Progress."
Hymn 474, "O Bless the Lord My take no part, except to vote, all the
Soul," (Williams.)
canvassers, committee,
agents and
Venite Exult emus Domino, Chant, poll clerks being women.
This is not the first time that the
(Robinson.)
Gloria Patrl, Chant, (Robinson.)
duchess has made acquaintance with
Te De.um Laudamus, (J. R. Thomas) the poorer districts of London. She
Bened ictus, Chant, (Anon.)
of
Hymn 670. "Father. Whate'er
Earthly Bliss," (Mason.)
Sermon.
Hymn 335, "Jesus, Lover of My
Soul," (Marsh.)
Presentation of Alms, Chant, (AnP--

Ep-wor-th

"non-party-

1

'

WOMAN ESCAPES

OPERATION

on.)
Hymn 400, "Blessed City, Heavenly
Salem," Tantum Ergo.
Thanksgiivng' Day, Holy Commun
ion, 10:30.
This church Is open daily for pri
vate orayer and meditation. '

By Timely Use of Lydia E.

Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

Royal Worcester,

Niinu

Niomson's Glove Fitting

Dd

Corsets offer every style and
quality from which to choose -they possess every desirabe
feature and give maximum
comfort to the wearer
See
these l'nes before selecting
your next Corset

n

THOMSON'S
CLOVE-FITTIH-

i

$1.00 to C5.CO

XmmumM Son

Onyx
Hosiery

has been carrying on for some time,
In Whltechapel and elsewhere, a work
on behalf of the wives and children of
criminals, who have been looked after
at homes established by her during
the incarceration of the bread winner
of the family.

n

go on.

England now1 possesses a full squadron of eight battleships of the
type, the most compact
and powerful fighting force in

Merode
Underwear

The publication by Lord Eversley, For Children There Is Nothing Better
A cough medicine for children must
a former member of Mr. Gladstone's
their coughs and colds without
cabinet, of the circumstances under help
bad effects on rbelr little stomachs
which the government refused the and bowels.
Foley's Honey and Tar
post, of minister at Washington to (exactly fills this need.
No opiates,
no
sour sionceh. no constipation foHenry abouchere, has caused a good
llows its use.
colds, wheezy
deal of talk in political circles.
i
As is well known Queen Victoria re- breathing, coughs and croup are all
O. G. Schaefer and
quickly helped.
fused to have Mr. Labouchere among Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
her advisers. He was consequently
barred from cabinet rank, just as hav
CANADA-WESINDIES SERVICE
been other clever men for having
.V. S., Nov. 22. A new
Halifax,
or
made slips
having faults which the
nightly steamship service between
sovereign of the day refused to over- the Dominion
of Canada and the Britlook. Mr. Labouchere always posed
ish West indies will be inaugurated
as a man who never sought office, but
tomorrow with the sailing of the
Lord Eversley shows that he did ask
steamship
Cobequid of the Royal
Lord Rosebery, then secretary of state Steam
Packet company.
The estabfor foreign affairs, for the Washington lishment of
the service is a part of
post, and because he did not get it the
campaign inaugurated by the
never forgave his old political ally,
some time ago for the develalthough as it turns out, the cabinet opment of Canadian t.raue with the
and not Lord Rosebery, refused to West Indies.
make the appointment-Lor- d
Rosebery brought the matter
to the attention1 of the cabinet by
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. F. L. Willis,
suffered
from asthma and
reading a letter from Labouchere, in bronchitis. greatly
He writes: "I got no rewhich the latter said that not having lief until I took
Foley's Honey and
been admitted to the new govern- Tar Compound. It entirely removed
ment, and feeling the advance of those choking sensations, and never
failed to produce an easy and comyears, he had no wish to remain long- fortable condition
of the throat and
er in the house, of commons. He add- lungs. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross-Drued that if he remained his business
Store. Adv.
would be, as it always had been, to
BOOTH
attack the existing government, and WELCOMES BRAMWELL
it was therefore to the interest, of New York, Nov. 22. Honors such,
ministers that he should withdraw. as are reserved for the most distinHe had been thinking over what Was guished visitors to New York were
possible for him, as a justification for today accorded to General Bramwell
who is paying nts first visit
giving up his seat, and had come to Booth,
the conclusion that the post best suit- to the city since he succeeded his
commander
ed for him was that of minister at father as international
the
of
Salvation
Escorted
Army,
by
Washington. Lord Rosebery said that
if the cabinet was in favor of the ap- a large body of local members of the
army and1 accompanied by his staff
pointment, he as foreign minister, in full
uniform, General Booth was
would acquiesce.
The cabinet, how- driven
noon to the city hall, where
at
ever, decided against the appointment
he was officially received by Mayor
and Lord Eversley expresses the beKline and othe,r repres.entatives of
lief that the attacks on Lord Rosebery,
tho municipal government. Tomorwhich appeared in "Truth" thereaf- row
a big welcome meeting in honor
ter, were made because Labouchere of General Booth will be held in Carbelieved that Lord Rosebery was renegie hall. District Attorney Whitsponsible for the refusal of the ap- man has accepted an inivtatlon to
pointment.
preside at the meeting.
j

Three lives of King Edward VII
have been published since the death
of that monarch, one written by his
chauffeur.' They all have been interesting, and gossipy, but in high circles
they are considered as dealing just a
little too familiarly with the "Peace
Maker." Not one gave a serious
of King Edward's achievements
during his reign and, to cover this
deficiency. King George, his son, has
commissioned Lord Roseberry, in
with Lard Knollys, to prepare a life of Edward. The task will
not be easy. King Edward, unlike
his mother, Queen Victoria, never
kept a diary, and as most of his successes as a diplomat were made in
conversations with the rulers and foreign ministers of the countries with
which he dealt, there is little data to

the

world.

These eight ships, which mount in
the aggregate 80 13.5 inch guns and
128
guns, the British nation
something over $70,000,000, but after
all they form only a part of the British fleet. The Ajax, the commissioning of which completed this squadron,
was the eighteenth battleship of the
dreadnonught era to take her place in
the fleet that guards these coasts, and
it is less than eight years since the
first dreadnought was laid down.
England has therefore spent in battleships and battle cruisers
alone in
those eight years upward pf $150,000,-00and each year her ships, each being an improvement over the last,
are costing her more.
0
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Here ia her own statement.

feel itaduty Iowe
Cary, Maine.-- "I
to all suffering women to tell what
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner
Lydia E. Pinkham's
of Main and Sixth streets, 'Rev, N. B.
Vegetable Compound did for me.
Green, Pastor.
howels.
One year ago I found
m.
a.
school
9:45
Sunday
No odds how sick, headachy, bilious
myself a terrible sufMany a Keif Homo will Have a Little
with sermon at
S ibMm to firipriten Jf.
ferer. I had pains
and constipated you feel, a Cascaret 11 Morning worship
a. m.
in both sides and
tonight will straighten you out by
B. Y. P. IT. at 6:30 p. ni.
such a soreness I
work
while
morning. They
you sleep.
could scarcely
sermon
at
with
Evening
worship
A
box from your druggiBt will
up at
7:30 p. m.
straighten
head
keep your
My back
clear, stomach sweet
times.
in1
a
cordial
The
extends
church
and your liver and bowels regular for
ached, I had no aptat.ion to the public.
months. Don't forget the children
petite and was so
nervous I could not sleep, then I would
their little insides need a gentle
IniMAafa
W A. Sk .... .i i
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH, be so tired mornings that I could scarcely
There Is nsunlly a certain degree of dread cleansing, too. Adv.
get around. It seemed almost impossiRailroad and National Avenues.
In every
mtnd ag to tbe probable
ble to move or do a bit of work and I
:
Hours
service:
of
pain, distfss and danger of
MINIMUM WAGE IN OREGON
I never would be any better unBut, thanks to a most remarkable remedy
thought
m.
10:45
7:45
a.
m.,
p.
Preaching
known as Mother's Friend, all fear Is banI submitted to an operation. I comPortland, Ore., Nov. 22 A new law
til
one
ished and the period Is
of unbounded,
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. .m.
menced taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegthat will plaae Oregon in the front
Joyful anticipation.
B. Y. P. V., 6:30 p. m.
etable Compound and soon felt like a
Mother's Frlrnt Is used externally. It rank of the states that have
adopted
Is a most
If you are without a church home new woman. I had no pains, slept well,
application, makes
tbe muscles of the stomach nnd abdomen measures designed to better the conbad good appetite and was fat and
We can help you.
come!
pliant so they expand1 easily and naturally dition of women workers will become
could do almost all my own work for a
without pain, without distress and with
are
church
If
for
work
looking
you
none of that peculiar nausea, nervousness operative tomorrow. The law fixes a
family of four. I shall always feel
us.
You can help
and other syniptu; s that tend to weaken minimum wage of $9.25 a week for come!
that I owe my good health to your medthe prospective mother. Thug Cupid and
icine. "-Haywakd Sowers, Cary,
the stork are held up to veneration; they adult women clerks who are not apare rated as emmlng plotters to herald the prentices; defines eight hours and
Maine.
More Bottles Sold Each year
coming of a Utile sunbeam to gladden the 20
If you are ill do not drag along until
minutes as the maximum day's
It Is easy to understand why an
hearts and brlgjteo the homes
a host ol
happy famiiii'H.
work and 50 hours as the maximum Increasing number of bottles of Fo- an operation is necessary, but at once
There are tlmvianrts of women who have
Is take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
6 p. m. the ley's Honey and Tar Compound
used Mother's Friend, and thus know from for a week, and makes
Thos. Verran, 286 Ed- Compound.
sold
yearly.
experience tlmt it Is oue of our greatest latest hour at which any woman may
ward Street, Houghton, Mich., gives Tf
contribution!!
to healthy, happy motheryou have the slightest doubt
hood. It Is ti.ild by all druggists at $1.00 be employed1 on any day of the year an excellent reason when he writes:
Lydia K. Pinkham's VegetaThe "Foley's Honey and Tar Compound that
per bottle, uiid Is especially recommended in a mercantile establishment
ble Compound will help you.write
n a preventive of caking breasts and all law
reman
effective
has
proven
Saturalways
to Lydia E.Pinkham M cdicineCo.
automatically eliminates
distresses.
other
Write to Itradtield Regulator To., 131 day night shopping and Christmas hol- edy, quickly relieving tickling in the (coniidential) Lynn.Mass., for adwith
the
and
vice. Your letter will be opened,
throat,
cough
stopping
Linnnr Bldi?., Atlanta, ia., for t!n!r very iday
rig;ht shopping In such esiab- - no bad after effects. O. Q. Schaefer read and
valuable book to expectant mothers
iet
answered by a woman,
Adv.
a buttle of Mother's Friend
Cross
Store.
jliahnieuls.
and Red
and held In strict confidence.
Drug

tzi frH
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LAS VEGASS AVINGS BAN!
CAPITAL STOGl?

Mrs.
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r

-

-

30,000.00

Office willi fhe San Miguel Rational Bank

WM. G. HAYDON

aw.

......President

KELLY

D. T. HOSKINS
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Interest Paid On Deposits

Treasurer
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DIRIGIBLES
NOT PUT
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If

DISCARD
ACCIDENTS TO THE ZEPPELINS
DO NOT DIMINISH GER- MANS' ENTHUSIASM
Berlin, Nov. 22. The two disasters
to Zeppelin airships, in September and
.check-- ;
October, are not to result in
in
craft
Germany,
of
these
ing the use
This Is the decisio.n apparently reach- -

If Peruna were used at the beginning of every cold, coughs would generally be prevented.
After the cough begins Peruna will
generally stop It Just as quickly as it
ought to be stopped. To stop a cough
before all of the expectoration has
been removed is to do great Injury.
After the expectoration has been
properly removed the cough will stop
itself. That is the only proper way
to stop a cough.
Occasionally a cough depends upon
an irritable condition of the larynx
or bronchial tubes, in which there is
little or no expectoration.
The problem of stopping such , a
cough is a slightly different one.
Kven in those cases Peruna ought to
be taken, but sometimes it is necessary that local treatment be added.
Every one who has a troublesome
cough or a lingering cold should write
the' Peruna Company,
Columbus,
Ohio, for a free copy of the Ills of
Life." There is no free pamphlet dis- of more real value
tributed

only with the intention of remaining
long enough to boara up a little fortune which will enable them to return and live in comfort in their
home country.
Mr. Husband was accompanied oil
his trip by Samuel Harper, son of the
late president of the University of
He is now
Chicago, as interpreter.

Char-lottenbu-

MURDER

CASE

BE

TO

TRIEO

Sholbyville,

Ind., Nov. 22.

Preparanew hunting field of vast area, tions are understood to
be completed
still untouched by the rifle of the for the
opening next week of the trial
white sportsman, has been found in of Dr. William B.
Craig, dean of the
East Africa by Steward Edward Indiana
Veterinary college, who, tothe
a
In
American author.
White,
gether with Alonzo M. Ragsdale, an
letter written to a friend in Berlin undertaker, also of
Indianapolis, was
Mr. White calls this territory "prob indicted
in December of last year by
ably the very last big virgin hunting the Marion
county grand jury for the
country in the world.
murder of Dr. Helene Knabe, a well
Mr. White, accompanied
by his
known physician and bacteriologist of
wife, first went to Africa shortly after
who was murdered on
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt visited Indianapolis,
Uctober 23, 1911. The case, which
the country J. our. years ago. 'He 'was
u
"eu m Marion
so delighted with his experiences that1
he returned recently with a new ex-j- ! 0Uuty Iast monUl. was transferred to
on a change of venue
peditiou to travel into more remote sheIby county
at the reiuest of Dr. Craig, and will
from
obtained
He
permission
regions.
the German government to. hunt inj"e neal'd berore Judge Blair of the
the German territories, and here sheIty county court. A. M. Rags-foun- d
dale' indicted jointly with Dr. Craig,
the country he describes.
not 3oin in the Plea for a change
After being out of toucn with civil-ldil- i
ization for many wsjks Mr. White of venue and his case will probably
In Indianapolis after the
sent a messenger with letters to Vic- - 1,0 tr'-toria Nyanza. He writes that the Cra'g Mai' is disposed of. Owing to
new field, where the sound of a rifle tlle prominence of the victim and of
never has been heard, it. as big as tne persons indicted for the murder
the hunting grourds of British Eastand because of the mysterious clrcum-Africand that there are in it thou-- stances of the case the trial is
and thousands of head of game trading country-widattention and
of all sorts. Wildebeeste, which are promises to be the most notable
d
in big herds, stand at hundred der case ever tried in this
county,
yards distance to watch the party! f)r. Helene Knabe, the victim of
pass, and other, animals, many of the murder, was about 35 years old
them rare, species, are so tame that at the time of her death. She was
the hunter can walk up to them in born in Germany, the daughter of
plain sight. The country is composed of low hills reaching down to
the open plain; the climate is good
and Mr. White suspects that the region lay so long unvisited because of
the difficulty of getting in.
Everybody in the party was well at
the time of writing and1 Mr. White
expected to finish his trip about December 1, coming out via Lake Victoria Nyanza.
A

1

e

mur-foun-
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LINE STEWARDS TO MEET
New York, Nov. 22. Some impor-
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rhe next time vou feel "out of sorts." trv a little Sunnv
Brook The Pure Food
Whiskey Almost instantly you will nolo
a delightful change-Y- ou
will work harder and Earn More-y- ou
will feel better and Enjoy Life More. No other tonic acts so
promptly and satisfactorily. That's why today after fifty years
Sunny Brook The Pura Food
can point with pride
to a legion of Loyal friends, who Whiskey
recognize
that, on account of
its exquisite flavor, its mellowness and
high tonic properties,
Sunny Brook justly merits its proud title The Pure Food Whiskey.
Each bottle of Sunny Brook is sealed with the Green Government Stamp a positive assurance that every drop is natural,
straight whiskey scientifically distilled and carefully aged by the
largest ditiller tf fine whiskey in the world.
SUNNY BROOK Is now bottled with oor own patented
1 unter Htnppera.
Out twist
tlie bvtll
or
Unlit, No Need for Cork Scrw.

r"w

THU MI3"SruI23 CO.
General Dutributorj, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

tant matters relating to the next season of harness racing are to be discussed tomorrow, when the stewards
of the grand circuit come together at
the Holland House in this city for
an informal meeting. Detroit wants
to be restored to its old place as the
initial link in the circuit, and several
other
members, dissatisfied with
the results of the past season, would
like to see a rearrangement of dates
for next year. Readville, Mass., which
dropped out last year in favor of New
York, will likely be taken hack. The
Narragansett track at Providence,
which discontinued racing several
years ago, has applied for readmission
to the circuit. The schedule, which
may have to be enlarged to include
these two tracks, will be gone over
at tomorrow's meeting, hut will not
be adopted until the stewards hold
their regular annual meeting in January.
A tight feeling In the chest accompanied by a short, dry cough, Indi
cates an inflamed condition In the
To relieve it buy the dollar
lungs.
size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYR
UP; you get with each bottle a free
HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POROUS
PLASTER for the chest The syrup
relaxes the tightness and the plaster
draws out the inflamation. It Is an
Ideal combination for curing colds
settled In the lungs. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

1913.
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civil engineer and had come to this the indictment by the grand jury o
country as a young girl to obtain a Dr. Craig and Alonzo M. Ragsdale, an
scientific education. She came to Indianapolis undertaker, who is chargIndianapolis, studied medicine and es ed with having been an accessory aftablished herself as a general practl ter the fact.
TO
A.
tinner. Having specialized in bacte
Webster, so it is stated, found that
riology, she became assistant In the Dr. Knabe, who was a lecturer
on
bacteriologist laboratory of the state pathology in the Indiana Veterinary
health department, gaining an excel- college, of which Dr. Craig has been
lent reputation for her careful and dean for a number of years, had been
brilliant work,
she had her office an intimate friend of Dr. Craig, who
and living apartment on the ground s a widower, a little more than 40 THE JNTER NATIONAL SECRETARY1
floor of an apartment house in a years of age. Dr. Knabe was a freWILL SPEAK AT Y. M. C. A.
quiet and prosperous part of Indiana-'Polls- , quent visitor at Dr. Craig's home and,
TOMORROW
almost on the edge of the as Webster is said to have ascertainbusiness part of the city and lived ed, was anxious to become the wife
The Y. M. C. A. is making preparaquietly and unostentatiously, devoting of Craig. The latter, who has sev- - tions for a big crowd at the men's
nearly all her spare time to her stu eral children from his first marriage, meeting at the association building
dies. She had many friends and, so is said to have been opposed to this tomorrow afternoon when Mr. A. G.
far as is known, no enemies and no- plan and it is believed that Dr. Knabe Knebel, international secretary of tho
body ever suspected her of having visited the house of Dr. Craig under Y. M. C. A., is to speak on the subany iuve anair, aunougn, sne was a some pretext on the evening before ject "He Found Himself." Mr Knetbo murder, to persuade Dr. Craig to bel Is one of the best speakers t&
strikingly handsome woman.
On the morning of October 24, 1911, marry her.
men on the international committee.
Miss
Katherine McPherson,
The exact nature of the evidence He Is forceful, clear, direct and enDr.
Knabe's assistant, upon reaching her collected by Detective Webster has tertaining. Besides being a good
employer's apartmeut,
found
Dr. never been divulged, but it was evi- speaker, Mr. Knebel is a man of
Knabe dead in her bedroom.
Her dently sufficiently convincing to in- pleasing personality, and it Is as
throat had been severed, but, strange duce tliQ grand jury to find an indict- much a pleasure to meet and talk
to say, there were no traces of blood ment against Dr. Craig and Alonzo with him as to hear him' talk from
upon the bed or the floor of the room M. Ragsdale. The arrest of the two the platform.
and no instrument which might have men, who were both socially quite
Leon Guy is to sing a solo during
been used In the murder, was found prominent, caused a tremendous sen- the
meeting and Dr. William Ho wo
in the room. The body lay upon the sation in Indianapolis at the time. will have
charge of the music. Tho
""ed and was naked
except for the Both, men were arraigned for a pre selections will be the good old fashnight gown, which was rolled up un- liminary hearing and released under ioned hymns that men like to sing.
der the arms. The police authorities heavy bail. It is understood that A cordial invitation is extended to
were informed and after a careful in- since the finding of the indictment all men of Las Vegas,
especially
vestigation they came to the rather the state has found some additional strangers, to hear Mr. Knebel
absurd opinion that Dr. Knabe had evidence of important bearing upon
at 3:30 o'clock.
committed suicide.
the case and it is believed that the
The Indiana Council of Women, trial will bring some extremely start
Pain in Back and Rheumatism
composed of some' of the most prom- ling and sensational disclosures.
Torment thousand? of people daily.
Don't be one of these Bufferers when
inent women in, Indiana, dissatisfied
for sS'41ttle cost you can get well rid
with the conclusions which the police
Regulate the bowels when they fail of the cause. Foley Kidney Pills behad reached, decided to make a more to move properly. HERBINE is an
gin their good work from the very
thorough investigation. They engag- admirable bowel regulator. It helps first dose. They exert so direct an
ed H. C. Webster, a private detective, the liver and stomach and restores a action on the lddneys and bladder
who .collected the incriminating tes- fine feeling of strength and buoyoncy. that the pain and torment of bacte-achPrice 50. Sold by Central Drug Co.
rheumatism and kidney trouble
timony which formed the basis for
Adv.
is soon dispelled. O. G. Schaefer and
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starting for the Balkans on a similar
trip of investigation, and hopes that
conditions have now become suffici- EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO CON
ently settled, after the wars, to enVICT A PROMINENT MAN OF
able him to get tlie information deTHE CRIME
sired by the department.

ed by the government, the concerns
that build airships, and by what may
be called the aerial traveling public.;
The recent fatal accidents in the
North sea when 14 men were killed,
and at Johannisthal, when 28 per-- ;
affl.cted
n(jw
sons lost their lives, have not reduced
IUa of Llfe.
jt i3 flned from cover
the number of "sailings in the vicinity1 to cover with actual cases of cough,
p ttorlin nf tha
TT.msa. stationed at colds and other climatic diseases in
You
and complications.
all
Potsdam. This airship is still mak- couldstages
scarcely, fail to find your case
ing two trips daily, and only recently exactly described in this book.
To neglect to do everything possible
it celebrated its 300th flight. Moreof a Btubborn cold or
over, the German Airship Navigation to get rid
chronic cough Is very unwise indeed.
company, which owns the Hansaand Peruna has enjoyed a great reputa- two other airships, is preparing tor j tion as a remedy in such cases for
a much more extended schedule of thirty or forty years. As a rule, a
who uses one Dottle or it is
sailings. To the company's eight sta person afterwards an enthusiastic
always
tions, located at Potsdam, Hamburg, advocate of Peruna. Peruna Itself Is
Dusseldorf,
a means of selling more Peruna than
Frankfort, Baden-BadeGotha, Leipzig and Friedrichshafen, all advertisements put together.
Those who object to liquid mediare to be added eight more at Em-decines can now obtain Peruna Tablets.
Rremen, Hanover, Brunswick,
Dresden, Stuttgart, Munich and Copenhagen. It is also intended later to city's tax receipts are correspondingly
establish stations at towns in the reduced.
more eastern part of the empire, Buch
The loss this year appepars to be
as Breslan, and probably at Dantsic not wholly due to the movement of
and Konigsberg.
the people into suburban towns, for
Frota a recent issue of the "aerial such prosperous neighbors as
time table" it appears a schedule is
and1 Schoeneberg also show
maintained. Between Friedrichshafen small losses, and the gains in other
and Copenhagen the airships will sail adjacent municipalities are not large
either, via Hamburg and Brunswick, enough to account for the removals
or by way of Brunswick, Potsdam, from the capital. The demand for
Leipzig. Gotha and Stuttgart. Another labor in Greater Berlin this year has
line will connect Dresden and Ham- been very slack, and in spite of the
burg bv way of Potsdam and Bruns- emigration to fields where work can
wick.
Vessels traveling between be Becured, the number of the unemBremen and Emden will follow the ployed is assuming alarming proporsame course as far as Brunswick. tions. Even the. building trades,
Between Dresden and Dusseldorf the which normally employ many thouroute will also be by way of Bruns- sands, report very, limited activity.1
wick.
The last named city is thus
30,000 VOICES1
W. W. Husband, an agent of the
to be a sort of central station for the
whole system.
United States department of
And Many Are the Voices of East Las
and labor, has just returned
Owing to the large number of star
Vegas People.
tions that eventually will be in op- to Berlin after an 8,000-mil- e
trip
aireration, it is expected that the
through the interior of Russia, invesThirty thousand voices What a
craft will 1)e able to find ready refuge tigating the conditions of Russian
chorus- - And that's the number
grand
Mosf
when surprised by bad weather.
emigration to the United States on of American men and women who are
of the stations are constructed to ac- the spot.
Doan's Kidney Pills
This work of Mr. Husband's indi- publicly praising
commodate two ships.
for relief from backache, jldney and
cates the attention paid by the deills. They say it to friends.
The population or Berlin is de- partment to questions of this nature. bladder
tell
it to the home papers, ilast
They
creasing. Not only are the laboring Emigration of the orthodox Russians, Las
Vegas people are in this chorus.
classes moving out to the country to In distinction from the Russian Jews
Here's an East Las Vega- - case:
find1 work, but the wealthy are for- who have for years made up so large
Fritz Sena, 1205 Twelfth St., ifiast
saking the city for more pretentious a portion of the stream, of human
Las
Vegas, N. M., says: "I had back
homes in the nearby suourbs. The traffic to the United States, began
ache
constantly tor several weeks. In
the
so
exodus has been
steady during
only recently and the department em
the
morning when I got up, I sufferpast eight months that Berlin today powered Mr. Husband to make this
ed
from pains over my kidterribly
than
has over 41,000 less inhabitants
extended trip to discover the condlsome relief
it had on March 1.
tions which were leading them to neys. Exercise brought
trouble.
The
me
but
didn't
rid
the
of
one
The present year Is the only
seek the United States; whether they
to show a decrease in population were being induced to do so against kidney secretions bothered me, top.
since 1873. For six years past the the provisions of the law on contract Hearing so much said in praise oi
rate of increase has been compara- labor, and whether they would prob- Doan's Kidney Pills, I got a box.
After I had taken a few doses, I could
tively slow, but as recently as 1906 ably form permanent elements of the
12
in
there was a gain of 54,000
American population. It Is under- see a change for the oetter. It dida't
months. Now the tide nas turned stood that on the first point a satis- require more than one box to maite
the other way, and the municipality is factory answer was received.
It a cure. I fcavc bean free from kidney
alarmed over the departure of 19 mil- would appear, however, ithat these trouble ever since."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
lionaires, in the German sense, in the Russian emigrants are, like many of
Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
three months ended June 30. The Italians, going to the United States cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other. Adv.
to-d- ay
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four.

strated time and again that whenever
politics becomes dominant In any orA
ganization except an exclusively political one, important principles are
lost sight of and bitterness, jealousies and private ambitions are generated that tend to wreck the organizaCO.
tions themselves. No doubt the leaders of the American Federation of
Labor had some of these things in
mind when they vetoed the effort to
Editor.
have their body steered by a. new ETHEL JONES AND L, F. KINMAN
WENT TO THAT CITY TO
compass.
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STATE ENGINEER JO BRING CONVICTS TO WORK SOUTH
OF LAS

F

fcC

Tha !inin'nnnh nf twn nritiah ornia i
ers was communicated to the state
VIRTUALLY CRIMINAL
L.. P. Kinman, local Santa Fe offiState Engineer James A. French,
department through the British
on his
a
stole
march
who visited Las Vegas early this
cer,
without
expresquietly
eliciting
aiiy
in
Clinical
At the
Congress
Chicago friends this
Entered at the postoffice at East
week, when he left for sions of disapproval, and that is taken week, will return next week and asLas Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- the other day the" assertion was made El Paso, Tex., creating the Impression
evidence that the United sist the local road commission in plan- mission through the United States that a large amount of surgery in that he had gone to visit a sick sis States and Great Britain are
acting ' ning the repair and grading of various
this country is virtually criminal, bemalls as second class matter.
some other relative, but in in perfect harmony as to forces to, Highways in the county. Mr. French
ter
or
cause the operators are unfitted for
fact for the purpose of being mar- protect foreign interests. It is point made a trip over Beveral of the
the task,
ried. Miss Ethel Nellie Jones of this ed out in naval circles that with thoroughfares during his stay here,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
OLDEST LIVING PUGILIST
Is criminal a fair word to use in
slightly above last night's level. The
was the bride, and Bhe left Las German and French warships in the but will go over all roads on his next
city
close was steady, the same as last
22.
Brown,
Dally, by Carrier
George
Nov.
connection?
callthis
London,
Many doctors
for El Paso the next day after same waters, there could be no ob- Visit.
fer Copy
up.
ed upon to perform important and Vegas
a survivor of the prize ring of three night to
Kinman. The couple met In El Paso jection to the presence of British
The convict gang which it was
.15
One Week
of a century ago and unAlthough mild weather, lessening
dangerous operations unquestionably
quarters
then for the originality of the ships.
.6D
thought would be used at Tecolote
One Month
are not as well fitted as they should and,
the oldest living pugilist, the necessity of feed, took corn a lita
of Constitutionalists Want Recognition has been ordered to the bad piece of doubtedly
into
the
made
7.50
thing,
city
trip
On.e Year
enbe, but will It ever be possible to
will celebrate his ninetieth birthday tle lower at the outset, prices later
Juarez and were married by the may
Unofficial advices from the govern- road about seven miles south of Las
Dally, by Mall
at his home in Brighton. hardened a point, being light and be
tirely remedy this condition?
to ment agents in the sections of Mexico Vegas, and will work there until that tomorrow
or
that
returned
of
place.
$6X0
They
One Year
Some 20 years ago, when operations
one of the seconds in the cause of firmness at Liverpool. The
was
Brown
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon and where the constitutionalists are oper- highway has been put in good con3.O0
Six Months
for appendicitis were rare, a young
international
championship opening varied from.1, decline to a
famous
will reside here.
ating, suggest a revival of a plan to dition. This road, which runs through
Kansas
Heenan shade advance. The range was narand
country doctor in northern
between
Sayers
Mr. and Mrs. Kinman experienced seek reclgnition from the United a deep gap, is in a dangerous condi-ditio- fight
was once called to a farm home and
The market closed firm at
50 years ago. After quit- row.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
more
than
on this romantic trip, States for a Jefacto government,
Mr. French will place the
found a man in a
condition many thrills
GROWER
followed the races to VaVi net advance.
he
the
ring
ting
to
streets
and
the
take back
claiming jurisdiction by right of pos convict gang there and will throw
to be acute being forced
52.00 with what his family n.
is not only
Oats held steady :with corn. Trade
One Year
assisted by a guide, to reach session; the establishment of a capi- present road up about seven or eight for many years. Today he
alleys,
1.00
:
The
3!;C.
,
the
health
indigestion.
young the Juarez
but
Six Months .
wa3
good
in
light.
circumstances
good
Mr.
In addition,
mayor.
tal and of an organized administra- feet on the side of the mountain. He
doctor apprised h;ni ji.a, the real
wonFirst sales of provisions were 2Vs
was charged1 $20 for the mar tion in all that part of Mexico north also will make repairs On both sides for his years. His memory is
Kinman
ti ouble was oppendicit s a..d that in
ac5 cents to 10 cents lower with not
ceremony, weddings being high of a line drawn about due west from of the gap. The road through the derfully retentive and remarkably
(Cash in Advance for Mall
probability the pHiicui would die riage
to
the
much
curate
sign of any upturn. The closfighters,
with
regard
were
or
The
scenic
Mexico.
to
highin
quietly
will
the
be similar
Subscriptions)
couple
Tampico.
Tuxpam
gap
21 hours unless the a' psndix
within
s
cenwere:
a
half
of
incidents
Quotations
ing
Remit by check, draft or
married In the presence of four wit
way, and will be permanent In con- dates and ring
was removed
and removed
Dec.
more
Wheat,
May
comand
804;
ago.
a
90.
If sent otherwise we will noi
worst
demanded
Is
no
tury
the
doubt
struction. This
Carranza Is Negotiating
nesses, who later
Corn, Dec. 70; May 70..
be responsible for loss.
mission of $5 each.
Magdalena, Sonoro, Mexico, Nov. 22. place south of the city, and many
i. crists m this young
was
Here
te
there
on
weather
In
free
Oats, Dec. 38; May 41.
were
the
Mr. and Mrs. Kinman
application,
a hard campaign along the tourists have experienced trouble
damp, chilly
Specimen copies
doctor's life. To perform the operafor. BAI- a
demand,
large,
always
Jan. $20.77; May $20.70.
to
Juarez
Pork,
in
be
married
coast
General
west
first
there.
couple
awaiting him,
' LARD S SNOW LINIMENT
Decauao
tion with only his crude instruments
road
was
Jan. $10.87; May $11.10.
the
of
the
Lard,
Mexican
since
that
the
R.
J.
Venustiano
by
captured
city
Taupert
Mayor
Carranza,
AT
j
DISCONTINUED
ALL PAPERS
many people who know by experience
and no hospital appurtenances or help.
c
Ribs, Jan. $10.90; May $11.1.0
On their way back to El Paso constitutionalist chief, prolonged1 to- commission this morning stated th;t its great, relieving power in
rebels.
EXPIRATION OF TIME
ers made the outcome extremely
aches and pains, prepare to
they were forced to traverse the same day his stay in this town, center of the commission invites and requests
PAID FOR
Price
doubtful, even If he performed the ac route
at the first twinge.
it
unof
apply
the
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
city, an agricultural district, apparently
that the public make inspection
by which they entered
Sold
bottle.
tual operation perfectly. To succeed
adventures concerned with either military or dip- all the road work that has been or 25c, 50c and $1.00Co. perAdv.
New York, Nov. 22. The stock mar
after
and
many
exciting
by Central Drug
are guaranteed the would help bis reputation, he thought. finally landed on the American side lomatic matters.
Advertisers
ket closed irregular. Bear selling of
is being done. The commission wants
such
die
after
to
the
have
but
pstlent
largest dally and weekly circulation
and gladly will receive
convinced that they did
Carranza will entertain tonight
the speculative stocks was in reducthoroughly
not
most
assuredly
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
of. any newspaper in northern New an attempt would
not care for another experience of with a dance for the townspeople and all criticisms on any piece of work
ed volume today, despite various adhelp it If he pronounced, it merely the kind.
Mexico.
Kansas City, Nov. 22 Hogs, re- verse influences. The discouraging
his staff The train from that has been done. The work has
of
officers
acute Indigestion, which, the family
Market 5 to 10 cents tenor of trade reviews and hesitation
Mr. Kinman has been a resident Hermosillo today brought the Sonora been "excellent," as the state engi- ceipts 2,000.
believed it to be, and1 prescribed ordi of
Bulk
lower.
heavy $7.70 of the London
San
and
and
for
several
$7.507.75;
of
Miguel
officers neer expressed it,
state band and a party
months,
Las Vegas
market had little
TELEPHONES
nary remedies, his reputation would
butchers
$7.65
and
be
will
(5
time
will
short
7.80;
been
who
a
within
has
time
employed
parpackers
state
the
that
from
county
capital,
weight.
Main 2 not he creatlv inlured even if the during
Business Office
7.75; lights $7.507.70; pigs $6.25
by the Santa Fe railway as a special ticipate in the ball and other social known as the county of good roads.
News Department
Changes for the better in monetary
Main 9 man should fail to recover.
road
on
a
is
Watrous
the
He
7.25.
The
bad
tomorrow.
and
here
officer
affairs
place
baggageman.
and the waning influences
conditions
indicate
to
Common sense seemed
Cattle, receipts 300. Market steady. !of Mexican affairs created a percep-jtiblyoung man and is making good as an
Although General Carranza an- is now completely repaired with the
at
not
be
should
the
that
operation
officer.
22, 1913,
nounced before leaving Nogales that exception of the continuous dragging, Prime fed. steers $8.259; dressed
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER
better sentiment, but the 'mils
tempted, but the young doctor boldly
Mrs. Kinman is the daughter of we would repay a social debt here, It which will require several months. beef steers $78.25: western steers showed no inclination to take
on
determined to take a chance. Unas Mrs. C. E.
Jones, and has been em- was said today by members of his This piece of work adds greatly to $6.508.25; southern steers $5.25
stocks.
NO UNION L&lioR fAltTY sisted, he chjoroformed hte patient
the White Kitchen for sev- party that possibly the prolonged the betterment of the road.
7.50; cows $4. 256. 75; heifers $5.25
The short interest built up recently
his 'appendix,
and, ployed by
and' removed
Mr. and stay here was due to other reasons.
as a waitress.
eral
years
8.75; stockera and feeders $5.50
well.
man
the
to
got
gave
stability to the market and
say,
strange
Atfaiu has the American Federation
Mrs. Kinman will continue their resiCarranza had been in close touch
WHOLE TOWN BURNED
7.50; bulls $56.75; calves $610.
This "virtually cjiminal" operation dence in Las
eveneutlally stiffened slightly.
prices
of lalor placed itself on record as
Vegas.
22. Sainte
Nov.
by telegraph with the situation both
Levis, Quebec,
Sheep, receipts 1,000. Market stea- The effect of this improvement, howenougn,
but
man's
a
saved
life,
oddly
opposed to the formation of a union
in the Interior of Mexico and the Marie, a town of 1,600 inhabitants, dy. Lambs $6.507.35; yearlings $5
of
ever, was nullified by late selling of
labor political party, and again are It failed to add to the reputation
TODAY'S FOOTBALL
United States.
was swept by fire today. One hun5.75; wethers $4.255; ewes $3.75 Union Pacific and Reading. Bonds
When his
doctor.
ambitious
the
young
the leaders of this great organization
From the south it was reported to- dred and fifty houses had been desHarvard vs. Yale.
4.50.
surgical feat became noiswere easy. The last sales were:
J to be congratulated on their wisdom. remarkable
vs.
Wisconsin.
that General Ojeda's federals troyed and the fire was still raging
Chicago
day
said unkind
doctors
other
ed
about
68
Guay-mas- ..
Amalgamated Copperout
of
a
The declaration' Issued by the nationsortie
Illinois vs. Minnesota.
again attempted
unchecked at 10 o'clock when a call
the impresthe
and
got
people
107
things
bid
TRADE
CHICAGO BOARD OF
Sugar,
al convention of union labor assemTwo federal columns which as- for aid was received here. According
Kansas vs. Missouri.
was more enterprising
92
bled In Seattle expressed the view sion that he
Chicago, Nov. 22, Favorable weath- Atchison .
saulted the rebel fronts. at Maytoreno to word
vs. Drake.
Ames
at
sick
the
damage
reaching here,
safe, and whenever they got
1054
Is
Northern
at
Pacific
south
where
In
and
er
north
Cruz
de
growth
and
that the "time is not ripe'' (or a new than sent
Pledra,
Argentina,
vs.
Nebraska
Syracuse.
that time was $300,000.
for the staid old physicians
they
159
a critical stage, had a weakening ef- Reading
of the gulf port, have been driven
political party composed of members who were not
Navy vs. New York.
to attempt surlikely
86
Pacific
Southern
of
wheat.
on
said'.
is
the
fect
it
of organized labor. That Is quite true,
price
today
back,
Army vs. Sprinfield Training.
!
.'..149
to
lower Union Pacific
is the permanent
Not Authorized
a
share
was
Christmas
Chicago
The
and it is equally true that tie time gical triumphs.
opening
Ohio
vs.
Northwestern.
So long as a doctor really believes
55
of the International Union of with a further decline ensuing. On United States Steel
Absolute denial was made today at
will never coma for such a digression a
Indiana vs. Purdue.
surgical operation necessary u.uu
head
constitutionists
United
went
States
10o',i
Steam
market
and
the
the
a
pfd
Steel,
temporary
Brothers.
Operating
Engineers.
from the principles upon which union considers
rally,
temporary
Notre Dame vs, Christian
himself competent to per
quarters here that the reported activ
.labor Is based.
Colorado vs. Colorado Mines.
form it, can any of his attempts equit
ity of General Lee Christmas, the
There have been many attempts to
Today's Results
ably be considered "virtually crimi
soldier of fortune, in re
American
In!
to
Carlisle
po-labor
the
front
Final:
At. Syracuse
bring organized
nal?"
at Chicago, bad no
Americans
cruiting
o
lltlcally, and almost without exception
dians, 35; Syracuse, 27.
constitutionalist
the
with
connection
Second
Mo.
"labor candidates" have
the
At Columbus,
quarter:
Mexico. It was reiter
movement
in
teen defeated. And It may not be an
Missouri, 3; Kansas, 0.
ated that neither General Carranza
unfair assumption to say that where
At St. Louis End second period:
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
nor
his advisers would permit any forthese candidates were defeated orChristian Brothers, 7; Notre Dame, 0.
to join the insurgent troops,
eigners
At Des Moines Second quarter: an
ganized labor Itself had a good deal
attitude which has been a char-'Zook's
22.
3.
to do with the results. The Injection
Ames, 14; Drake,
Santa Fe, N. M., ,Nov.
acteristic of the present revolution in
half: Ohio
At Columbus,
of politics into labor affairs has been pharmacy, incorporated,
today filed
contrast to the Made.ro revolt.
disastrous both In the failure to elect with the state corporation commis State, 26; Northwestern, 0.
"
Only 10 Yards to each cus- labor candidates and In the effects sion, an amendment to Its charter, in , At Bloomington, Ind. End second
Mexican Ships Leave Vera Cruz
upon organized labor itself. The caus- creasing the capital stock from $5,000 period: Purdue, 14; Indiana, 7.
I
I
Vera Cruz, Mex., Nov. 22. Five,
tomer of the following:
cnnn Tha concern onerates a At Chicago End third quarter: Mines which brought union labor to the tu .puu.vvv.
hundred Mexican troops left this city
front were economic and not politic- drug store in Santa Fe and John nesota, 12; Illinois 3.
train last night for Orizaba, 70
By's Pleeced Union
Lisle Hose for Women
At Chicago End third, quarter: Chi- by
It Zook is the statutory agent.
al, and every true advancement
miles southwest of Vera Cruz, where
Suits, all sizes, each
10 yds. Amoskeag Out- vour
Road Work
make3 In the years to come will be
choice, per pair
cago, 19; Wisconsin, 0..
J
the insurgents are becoming active.
Flannel
:
been
ing
second
has
which
West
End
At
Point
economlo
not
period
convict
and
camp
The
along
political
The Mexican gunboats Zaragoza and
s
Vegas Army, 8; Springfield, 0.
lines.
working on the Santa
Vera Cruz and the transport Progress
At Annapolis Final Bcore: Navy,
Organized labor has seldom found road, is now, repairing the road about
10
left this port during the night with
Amoskeag Ap- a lack of sympathy among the people 10 miles beyond Glorieta, according to 48; New York University, 0.
and supplies for Tuxpam and
ron Ginghams
60o
troops
At Hartford Final:
Wesleyan, 0; Tampico. There are now no Mexican
for those demands which were based State Engineer French, who returned
&
ODC
.
Children's Muslin Drawupon reason and justice. It has been yesterday afternoon from a brief road Trinity, 14.
war vessels here.
10
.
Lonsdale
yds.
At Lincoln-E- nd
second quarter;
only when the general public has; Inspection trip in San Miguel county.
ers, regular doc values,
Bleached Muslin-- .
$1. CO Mens box, Lisle, Black
thought these demands excessive or Within a short time they will bo me- Nebraska, 6; Iowa, 0.
and Tans, per pair
Had Taken Hla Weight In Medicine
special
(unreasonable that they have been con- ed closer to Laa Vegas to repair sevM. D.,Faucett, of
GIUsvIHe, Ga,,
'
'
10 yds. Scotch Galatea
demned. Both the republican and the eral bad places in the ,road. ,Mr.
1 Q'n
sacs he had taken his' weight In medi"
AtfC
with
doth
much
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;
...
pleased
very
democratic parties have stood ready French
;;
cine-tor
headache
and
constipation,
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o accept any fair nd reasonable sug- the road work being done in San MiTODAY IN CONGRESS
but never used anything that did him
under
the
labor that guel county, and, says that
gestions from organized
so much good as Chamberlain's Tab'
looked for the improvement of labor leadership of Mayor R. J. .Taupert of
lets. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
conditions. Most of the great and East Las Vegas, road work, in that
Washington, Nov. 22. Senate: Met
wise laws which have been enacted county is progressing splendidly. Mr at noon.
ANOTHER DIRIGIBLE
Administration currency bill formalfor the betterment of workinsnnen French went to Albuquerque this at
Friedrihcshafen,
Germany, Nov. 22.
were first proposed by organized la-- ternoon to' attend1 the Joint road meet-fco- r ly reported with divergent views of
of
the
latest
Zeppelin airships,
,The
MONDAY
MONDAY
and then Indorsed by the political Ing of the boards of McKinley,
MONDAY
the banking committee.
tn6 Zeppelin VI, ascended from Lake
Elections committee recommended Constance today and started on its
referred to. And In this nalillo and Valencia counties,
movement the republican party has
Rio Arriba Schools
passage of temporary law for direct f,rst trip, a 250 mile flight to Gotha.
been more active and more successful
The county superintendent of Rio election of senators.
The big dirigible is Intended for serArrow Brand Men's Lin-Bo- y
Lisle Thread Children's
.
,
Adjourned at 1:45 o'clock to noon vice in the German army.
than the democratic party.
Arriba county has filed his report of
Ladet
s
en Collars, your choice
Stockings, "Onyx Dye,"
Organized labor has been able to the present term with the state educa Monday.
each
for
choice,
Waists,
House: Met at noon..
lo a meat deal more in an indepen- tional department. This shows a
your
per
pair
A Hint to Young Mothers
dent position politically than when it school population of 5,635, 63 teachers
Johnson of Washington made a
"When my children show the slight
.attempted to carry out a party pro- employed, an average monthly Balary conservation speech.
est symptoms of being croupy I. give
gram of its own. As conditions are of $53.57, an average school term of Adjourned at 1:35 o'clock until them Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
siow, organized labor is able to make 5.48 months, and a total monthly pay- Wednesday.
and when 1 have a cough or cold on
he two great parties' bid for its sup-'roof $3,375. Nine of the teachers
the lungs I take it for a few days
vort by advocating its demands, and have first grade certificates:
eignt
and am soon rid of the cold." writes
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OF QUALITY"
in this way it Is a much more power-u-l have Beeond
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CYTRON FINDS HIS GREATEST
PLEASURE IN STAGE EFFECTS
!

Charles Strout of Watrous came in TALENTED

last night for a short business visit.

ACTOR

WITH

Thanksgiving Day
Makes Verse Appropriate
Turkey on the platter
Heaps of other things;
All the folks
Noisy laughter rings.
Kit and little Davy-- See
those youngsters stuff!
Give me some more gravy;
I can't
get enough!
Vain regret and sorrow
In the night hours late?

E

F1ELDINE IS MASTER
IN THAT LINE

of Albuquerque was
business visitor iq Las Vegas to-

W. C. Kelm

a

X

SIMISON'S.FULL ORCHESTRA
;

PERSONALS

HEBREW LADIES BENEVOLENT SOCIETY

day.

Miss Enid McGee left today for Arkansas, where she will vistl relatives
for the next few weeks.

life," quoth
Morris Cytron of the Lubin New Mexico company, when discovered by The
Attorney Charles A. Spiess left last
in his apartinterviewer
on
Optic
will
be
he
night for Raton, where
lounging
Romaine,
Hotel
ments in the
business for several days.
suit
his
in
Mohammed
evening
a
la
B. S. Schoolcraft came In yesterand smoking reposefully a
day eevning from his home in Albu- (pajamas)
"Oh!

It's an interesting
up-sta-

querque for a short business visit.
J. E. Powers of the state water
commission, was a business visitor
here today from his home in Santa
Fe.
Dr. G. M. Jones returned this morning from Kansas City, where he has
been on business for the past few
days.
Misses Minnie and Gertrude Kobn
left this afternoon for Albuquerque,
where they will be for me next few
days.
J. B. McKeel, representative for the
Dent Glove company of New York,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph, Florsheim of
Kansas City, will be visitors ta Las
Vegas tomorrow on their way to California.
W. G. Ogle returned this afternoon
from the northern part of the state,
where he has been on business for
several days.
B. L. Evans of Carey, la., arrived
in the city last night and expects to
be a business visitor here, for the
next few days.
Mrs. A. P. Moran left this afternoon for Temple, Tex., where she
will visit relatives for several weeks
and may locate.
Mr. and Mrs. Chrfs Wiegand, who
have been touring in Europe for the
past several months, returned to Tas
Vegas this week.
Murray Carleton, Jr., of Watrous
returned last night from Albuquerque,
where he has been for the past few
days on business.
Jess Forsythe, a brother of the late
B. F. Forsythe, came in last night
from his home in Urichville, O., for
a several weeks' stay.
N. A. Alexander, route agent for
the Wells Fargo Express company,
came in last night from Albuquerque
for a short business visit.
J. A. Conley, master mechanic for
the New Mexico division of the Santa
Fe railway, was a business visitor
here today from his home in Raton.
Mrs. J. D. Barnes returned last
night from Santa Fe, where she has
been visiting relatives for the past
several months. She will return to
the Ancient City within the next few
days to spend ThanKsgiving.
H. L. Sweezy, representative for a
railway order and formerly a conductor on the local division of the
Santa Fe railway, arrived in Las
Vegas last night from El Paso on his
way to his home in Kansas City. He
will remain here only a short time.
Miss Susie Conell came in this
afternoon from Wagon Mound', where
she is employed as a school teacher,
for a short visit with her relatives
here. She will leave Monday for Albuquerque to attend the meeting of
the State Educational association.
George A. Fleming, secretary of the
Commercial club, left early this morning on the limited for Santjl Fe and
Albuquerque, where he will interest
the heads of the New Mexico Educational association in the proposal for
orholding the next meeting of this
in
Las Vegas.
ganization
The coppersmiths employed by the
Missouri, Kansas and Texas railroad
system have been granted an increase
in wages, shorter hours and improved
shop conditions. Apprentices and
helpers are also included. With the
advance granted to the coppersmiths,
the M. K, & T. has now increased the
wages of four crafts employed in Its
Bhops, the others being 'the machinists, boiler makers and blacksmiths.

"Queen of the Harem" cigarette.
"I have been in the show business
16 years, I have played under nearly
of
every flag that floats, with many
the most famous celebrities of the
American stage, but never have I
found work so pleasant and promotion
so generous as with Romaine Fieldhim
ing. I hope ever to remain with
some day myself becoming a director."
Here the popular and talented play
er branched off into, an interesting
narration of his adventures under the
masks of the drama. Tragedy, com
cir
edy, burlesque, drama, vaudeville,
ever
the
and
cus, musical comedy
necessary start for the aspiring stage
star "mellerdramnier" have called
his services. Several seasons with
Fraw-leMorosco, James Neill, Daniel
and White Whittlesey ripened the
histrionic talents to the young player.
Mr. Cytron's particular pride is ef
fects, those essential details in thea
trical realism that nowadays are
quite as much demanded as the plot.
The patter of rain, the approaching
auto, the buzz in the sawmill scene
are all slaves to rthe wishes of the
stage inventor. Several seasons with
Lincoln J. Carter, that past master of
theatrical realism, produced many of
the most notable of scenic effects
from the active brain of the
The famous approach"Eleventh Hour," the
in
the
train
ing
great race scene and other sensa
tional effects that brought joy to the
heart of the melodrama patron a de
cade ago, are children of Mr. Cytron's
brain.
Mr. Cytron was touring a season in
vaudeville when the Spanish-America-n
war was declared and enlisted in
the navy secret service department
aboard President McKinley's dispatch
boat "The McCullough."
Many exciting and thrilling escapes, realistic
enough for the exponent of realism,
crowded this adventure. One adventure imbedded perpetually in his
mind is when he lay 48 hours in a
water hole before'' Mcrre castle
wounded and without food and for the
brave act the state of California presented him a medal of honor.
Cytron's naval experience, however,
dated previous to this for he sailed
cruise
with the fleet on its first
around the world.
Among the many notable engagements played by Mr. Cytron was several weeks at the Royal Hawaiian
opera house at Honolulu, opened Ye
Liberte theater at Oakland, the most
beautiful, theater on the Pacific coast,
In 1904. 'Mr, Cytron has been, a member of Mr. Fielding's company for two
years.
I

y

Miss Nahm Is
Given Farewell

'
,

.

,.;

Pa'rty

Last Saturday evening at her home,
Miss Helen Nahm was tendered - a
farewell party by several members of
the Lubin Motion Picture company
prior to her departure for Philadelphia and New York. Many tokens of
bon voyase were presented
Miss
Nahm, such as beautiful flowers and
other gifts. Music and other entertainment were In order until train
time, when, accompanied by her parents, Miss Nahm was escorted, to the
train by the young men. Those
among the party were Mr. Maurlca
Cytron, Mr. Jess Robinson, Mr. Paul
Keele, Mr. Guy Wilke, Mr. A. C. Hep-ne- r
and Mr. Henry Aldrich.
"

Round

Dozen Meets

The International Brotherhood of With Mrs. C. S. Losey
The Round Dozen club met ThursElectrical Workers is seeking' to orwomen
opday afternoon, with Mrs. C. S. Losey
telephone
ganize the
at. an unusually delightful session.
erators.
Refreshments concluded the afternoon.
Present were Mrs. C, H. Schirmer,
Austria has 117 labor papers.
Mrs. George Fleming, Mrs. Clarence
Laura Burt is breaking in a new Iden, Mrs. E. L. Hammond, Mrs. L.j
V. Crocker and Mrs. H. M. Smith.
vaudeville sketch.

Delightful Party
Myers Home
On Tuesday afternoon Mrs. F. L.
Myers and Mrs. Roy Prentice entertained at Mrs. Myers' home In honor
of Miss Ruth Parkins and Miss
Elizabeth West, who are visiting in
the city. A delightful afternoon was
spent by all those present. A tea con-
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POLIOSES

Conservatism, Reliability,

ess,

Courteous Service

Mffit:

test afforded much amusement, and
prizes were awarded to Miss Rose
Miss Markham. Follow-i- n
several other interesting games,
the party adjourned to the dining
room, which was attractively decorated with yellow and where a delicious
luncheon was served. Mrs. W. J. Lucas and Mrs. Earl Breese presided
at the table and poured tea. Miss
Leona Greenclay and Miss Lucy Myers assisted the hostesses. The guest
list included Miss Louise Cunningham, Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss
Helen Kelly, Miss Rebecca Henrlquez,
Miss Jeanette
Ward, Miss Emma
Tamme, Miss Markham, Miss Mossie
York, Miss Lorna Johnson, Miss Lau
ra Lorenzen, Miss Louise Ixwry,
Misa Ijoraine Lowry,
Miss Phebe
Hart, Miss Madeline Mills, Miss Ruth
Winters, Miss Marie Mann, Miss Marie Clement, Miss Lucy Clement, .Miss

Pro-gressiven-

Use

lowers and

Never mind tomorrow!
Gosh! this pie is great!

From Judge.
And next Thursday will be Thanksgiving, the occasion that means to
the children a day of big feeds while
to the older person the day has a
A close
more significant meaning.
observer of ths American people as
a nation has said that the true spirit
of Thanksgiving is rapidly becoming
extinct and that this day, which once
was an occasion of true thanksgiving
to God for His blessings, is now being
used by all, as a day of extreme pleasure without a thought turned in the
path of thanks.
This observer may be classed as a
unpessimist or a close critic, but
the
now
is
doubtedly Thanksgiving
occasion of much frivolity and little
religion, but there are many homes
that observe the day In the proper
'
spirit.
Governors of all the stateB, preceding Thanksgiving, urge upon their
people that all hands be raised to
God in Thanksgiving, and yet how
many realize the significance of or
follow this request? The proclamation
bemay be read, but it is forgotten
fore the day arrives.
However, 'Thanksgiving is a happy
There are home comings
occasion.
reunions,
on this day. The family
dinners to which friends and neighbors are bidden all tend to make
Services in
"Turkey Day" blessed.
the churches impress upon the people
the spirit of Thanksgiving.
Las Vegas will follow its usual custom this Thanksgiving. There will
be union services in the Christian
tabernacle. All business houses r".
close their doors, and the day will
be given up entirely to worship, rest
and recreation. Among the interestwill be
ing events that will take place
dinner
the
at the Y. M.'O. A., numerous parties
and in the evening at the armory will
occur the Jewish dance.

Mary McMahon, Miss Mildred MeMa-hon- ,
Miss Opal Jones, Miss Rose
Miss
Powers, Miss Rose Kellogg,
Caroline Greenberger, Miss Gladys
MoVey, Miss Hazel Webb, Miss De
Salx Evans, Miss Chella Van Petten,
Miss Mabel Laird and Miss Ola Laird.
Miss Ruth Parkin
Is Guest of Honor

This afternoon one of the most delightful parties of the week, occurred
when Mrs. W. J. Lucas entertained
a number of young ladies in honor of
her niece, Miss Ruth Parkin, who Is
her house guest. A decicdedly entertaining afternoon was spent, cards being brought into play, closed by the
Invited
serving of refreshments.
guesest were Miss Ruth Parkin, Miss
Caroline Greenberger, Miss Frances
Myers, Miss Jeanette
Ward, Miss
Lorna Johnson, Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss Julia Ettinger, Miss Opal
Jones, Miss Louise Cunnigham, Miss
Mabel Laird, Miss Rebecca Henrlquez,
Miss Mossy York, Miss Ruth Winters,
Miss
Madeline Mills, Miss Marie
Mann, Miss Edna Gerard, Miss Hazel
Gerard, Mrs. Charles W. G. Ward,
Miss Rose Powers, Miss Chella Van
Petten, Miss De Saix Evans, Miss
Phebe Hart, Miss Emma Tamme, Miss
Helen Kelly, Miss Marjorie Shaw,
Miss Louise Lowry, Miss Elizabeth
West, Miss Mary McMahon, Miss Mildred McMahon, Miss Lucy Clement,
Miss Marie Clement and Miss Aileen

Rosenthal.
4

an
Interest in Tan'go
Elks Getting

OnThursday evening at the Elks'
club occurred another of the series
alof enjoyable, informal dances, and
was
It
attended,
not
largely
though
nonetheless a happy affair. This
was the first Elks' dance for several
weeks, numerous other afafirs having
caused a postponement from last
week. The next dance probably will
be given within the next two weeks.
it
Raggers were in evidence, and
affairs
these
that
was suggested
should make a perfectly proper place
for Las Vegans to acquaint themselves
with the mysteries of the tango.
There are numerous young people and
older ones as well who are anxious
to learn this dance, and the few peoknowledge of
ple here who have a
to have
soon
bid
fair
the dance
bubbling
ladies
and
their
Elks
the
over with desire to learn it.
Those present at the. dance were Dr.
and Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mr. and Mrs.
A. C. Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs. Simon
,
Bacharach, Mr. and Mrs.' Isaac
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Baily,
and Mrs. Maurice Danziger, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Danziger, Mr. and Mrs.
E. J. McWenie, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Greenclay, Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Lyon,
Miss Frances Myers, Miss Lucy Clem
ent, Miss Marguerite Cluxton, Miss
Wna Johnson, Miss Mary Harris,
Miss Jeanette
Miss Emma Tamme,
Mr. Saul
Marie
Clement,
Miss
Ward,
Rosenthal, Mr. Manuel Henrlquez,
Mr. Donald Hart, Mr. John Harris,
Mr. Herbert Gehring, Mr. John RudAl
Mr.
Rudulph,
ulph. Mr. Richard
'
bert Hayward, Mr. P. D. McElroy,
Mr. D. h. Cole, Mr.- E. T. Plowman,
Mr. Ed Stern, Mr. Lord, Mr. D. C.
Huntington, Mr. Hush Trainor, Mr.
James Leonard. Mr. J. Obendorf and
Mr. Colbert C. Root.
Bach-arach-

4

Mrs. Carpenter Hostess
at a Euchre Party
Yesterday afternoon Mrs. P. C. Carpenter was hostess at a delightful
party given at her home. Euchre
furnished entertainment and the afternoon was closed by the serving of
refreshments. Present were Mrs. R.
K. McClanahan, Mrs. B. T. Mills, Mrs.
Jefferson Raynolds, Mrs. Dan Stern,
Mrs. Jake Stern, Mrs. J. S. Clark,
Mrs. E. J. McWenie, Mrs. H. S. Van
Petten, Mrs. Stephen Powers, Mrs.
Charles Greenclay, Mrs. D. T. Hos-klnMrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs. Mary
Bearinger, Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Mrs.
Charles Tamme-- Mrs. Jacob H. Landau, and Miss Mary Daum. ,
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"Daddy? Jacoby
Gives a Party.
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Mason Writes About
Thanksgiving "Eats."
Oh, I am truly thankful, and peace
beams from my eye, as I sit here,
with tank full of turkey, cake and pie.
The gods have all been smiling upon
my modest way; while others wealth
are piling, I'm poorer day by day.
I'm thankful that I'm busted, that 1
am shy of kale; assessors are die.
gusted when they get on my trial..
I often look around me upon the
richer folk, and things I see confound
me and make me glad I'm broke. My
neighbor, Croesus Russell, has wealth
in shining stacks, and you should 6ee
him hustle to pay his income tax! He
snorts around and rumbles, he rants
and paws the air, he swears and
sweats and grumbles, he howls and
tears his hair. He talks of confiscation and dances on his hat, and all
throughout the nation the rich are
doing that! While I, who'd whoop
and holler and fall into a swoon If I
should see a dollar some sunny afternoon, am feeling pert and perky, and
life seems smooth and slick, my innards full of turkey that I secured on
tick!
My neighbor. Rouble Viking, has
money by the keg, ana rolks are always hiking with schemes to pull his
leg. They camp around his palace,
they come from near and far, and
nearly bust a gallus to catch him in
his car. ' They bone him when he's
chilly, they bone him when he's hot;
they chase him till he's silly, they
swim behind his. yacht; they tag him
when he fishes, they hide beneath his
bed, until the poor man wishes he
was good and dead1.
But I have no such troubles, for I
am busted flat; I sit here blowing
bubbles and playing with the cat.
And no one comes to bone me If
one came to the fence, I'd try and
make him loan me, say,
cents. The papers don't accuse me
of holding up the poor; the preachers
don't accuse me of soiling all that's
pure; no agitator itches to take me
by the throat; I'm not the man of
riches, the universal goat.
I've had a goodly plateful of turkey, cake and cheese, and I am truly
grateful for filling things like these;
and I am deeply thankful that I am
short of care, while men who have a
bank full of coin are In despair.
fifty-seve-
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Sorosis Meets
With Mrs. Durham.
1
Members of Sorosis. and several in
vited guests met Monday at the resi
dence of Mrs. Leon Durham. Mrs. I
TO
W. Lively gave an interesting outline
of the book of Deuteronomy.
Dr. Alice H. Rice analyzed the ora
tions of Moses. Mrs. Charles O'Mal- ley read the song of Moses and his
last blessing.
The Rev. Norman Skinner then ad DAVE CONWAY WINS FAME LAST
dressed the club on "The Great Law
NIGHT BY ROLLING 515
Giver." All present enjoyed and apSCORE
preciated the address and gained a
new Idea of the greatest leader of
Israel The address closed with the
Standing of the Teams
reading of Mrs. Alexander's poem,
Won Lost Pet
"The Burial of Moses."
3
W. Springer -- 1
1
.750
3
C. H. Baily
.730
1
Christian Young Folk
.6G6
2
1
J. Danziger
Enjoy a Social.
2
2
J. Harris
.500
The junior hoys of the First Christ
2
2
.50(1
H. Raynolds
ian Sunday school entertained a num2
2
Nolette
.500
ber of their girl friends at the ChristC. W. G. Ward
1
.250
3
ian tabernacle on Tuesday evening.
O. Danziger
0
2
.000
Much of the time was spent in play
ing games. Refreshments were serv
Last night at the Elks' club the
ed and the party furnished a pleasant
Baily team defeated the Harris bowlers
time. Those present were Miss Ida and tied the
Springer team for first
Harper, Miss Ailene Lewis, Miss place with a percentage cf .750.
Onlta Lewis, Miss Ailene Laird, Miss
score yet rolled in this
Lola Jones, Miss Audrey Summerlin, was made last
night by Conway, who
Miisa
Lena Langston, Miss Neva made 515. The low honors went to
Chambers, Mr. Harold Flalz, Mr. Hillbran'd with a score of 222. The ofJunior Anderson, Mr. Carl Nole, Mr. ficial score:
Jesse Haverty, Mr. Earl Gibbs. Rev.
Harris Team
J. L, Imhof acted as chaperon..
1st 2nd 3rd Ti
. 141 113 120 :;4
Harris
Bright Idea Club is ,,
Ament
Ill 159 172 442
Entertained' by Mrs. Raynolds
149 167 141
457
Strass
The Bright Idea Bridge club met D. Hart
115 109 117
341
this afternoon with Mrs. E. D. Ray- fflllbrand
C9
64
222
89
nolds for a delightful session. Refreshments were served at the con580 617 639 1830
clusion of the afternoon.
Among
Baily Team
those present were Mrs. C. S. Losey,
1st 2nd 3rd To'l
170 170 173
515
Mrs. Ed Sporleder, Mrs . S, B. Davis,
Conway
2S3
104
91
88
Jr., Mrs. Herbert Clark, Mrs. Charles Mills
'
416
124
152 140
A. Spiess, Mrs. W. E. Gortner, Miss Gehring
112 135 148
395
Helen Brown, Mrs. Erie Hoke and Wertz
142 115 157
424
Mrs. Hallett Raynolds.
Baily
4 4
CS0
64S 705 2033
The dance that was to have been
Bowled for Beudix.
given at the Commercial club rooms
Bowled1 for E. Hoke.
this evening probably will take place
Monday night, according to the presWanted Good, clean rags. 5 cents
ent plans of the committee in charge.
Optic Office.
All members of the club jre invited per pound.
to attend.

HARRIS

"Daddy" Jacoby,
of the
vote contest which ended "Wednesday
evening, the final result showing Miss
Edith Wright the winner, was the
host at a delightful party this afternoon n.t the Hotel Romaine, at which
Miss Wright was guest of honor. During the afternoon "Daddy" presented
Miss Wright with the gold watch
which had been offered for the winner. The prizes won by others in
the contest also were presented. B. Archibald.
"Daddy" served excellent refreshments and made all those present
Dance at the
warmer Mends for his efforts.
Armory Thanksgiving
Next Thursday eveniug at the arNormal Societies
mory will occur the Jewish Ladies'
Enjoy Social Session.
The afThis evening at the Normal Uni- annual Thanksgiving dance
to be a most enjoyfair
promises
a
versity will occur
delightful party
when the Trlgonlan society of the able and largely attended function,
armory
school entertains the Philomathean engaged and the fine
society. A short musical program The best music obtainable has been
will be given, after which' other en- floor invitee everyone to have a jolly
tertainment will be provided. A jolly good time, gliding, sliding and
good time Is in anticipation.

TEAM

HIE

LOSER

GAILYS

Uu-.tfr- .

1

Dr. McKenzie o the University of
Mrs. Talley Eentertains
will try, to arrange boxPennsylvania,
For a Visiting Lady
tournaments
for students of CoMrs. J. A. Talley on Thursday af ing
and
Yale
.Pennsylvania unt- lumbia,
ternoon' was hostess at a delightful
sewing party given at her home in
honor of Mrs. J. M. Hudson of MexHELPLESS AS BABY
ico, Mo., who is her house guest. Dur

d
ing the afternoon a reading was giv-esev
and
Strickfaden
Ben
Mrs.
by
eral solos were sung by Mrs. Roy
Prentice, which were greatly enjoyed.
Refreshments closed the affair late
in the afternoon. Present were Mrs.
P. C. Carpenter, Mrs. O. E. Burch,
Mrs. ,E. V. Long," Mrs. D. J. Leahy,
Mrs. Chester Iden, Mrs. E. N. Kear
ney, Mrs. Elmer Veeder, Miss Jeanette Richley, Mrs. James O'Byrne,
Miss Sadie O'Byrne, Mrs. J. Robbins,
Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, Mrs. J. S.
Moore, Mrs. F. L. Myers, Mrs. A. H.
Whitmore, Mrs. H. S. Van Petten,
Mrs. J. H. Ward, Mrs. Ben Strickfaden, Miss Mary Daum, Miss Louise
Daum, Mrs. Roy Prentice and Mrs.
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Take Advantage of Oar

Thanksgiving
Specials
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and Vftat Helpd Her.

-

OAY AND WEDNESDAY
Summit Point, W. Va. Mis. Anna
Belle Emey, of this place, says: "1 suffered for 15 years with an awful pain in
my right side, caused from womanly
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but with
out success. I suffered so very much,
that I became down in mind, and as helpless as a baby. I was in the worst kind
of shape. Was unable to do any work.
I btgan taking Cardul, the woman's
tonic, and got relief from the very first
dose. By the time 1 had taken 12 bottles, my health was completely restored.
1 am now 48
years years old, but feel as
good as 1 did when only 16.
Cardui certainly saved me from losing
my mind, and I feel it my duty to speak
in its favor. I wish I had some power
over poor, suffering women, and couij
make them know the good it would da

them."

If you suffer from any of the ailments
peculiar to women, it will certainly bs
worth your while to give Cardui a trial.
It has been helping weak women lot
more than 50 years, and will help you,
too.
Try Cardui. Your &n: t ecIU it.
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Casseroles for
$1.25 Savory Koasters
$1.35 set Potts- - Irons
$5 Mission Oak Electric
Lamps
?4.00

?l.i)5
95c
93c
$2.85

Iteef's Self Basting Turkey
Koasters $1.89 and up.
Carving Sets
for 2 or

$1.48 to
3

$7.50

piece seta
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TEACH

THE

SPEED, THE AMERICAN SLOGAN

SUCCESS

CHILD

FOOLISH

foi Child

Experienced School Teacher Makes a
Suggestion to the Motners
of Her Pupils.

Foreigner Criticizes the Desire
Haste Characteristic of the
United States.

Every mother knows bow easy it Is
for a child to become discouraged during the first weeks of Bchool.
"J wish," Bald a most successful
teacher to a mother one "first" day,
"that I had all the mothers here instead of the children this morning.
"Yes, I mean that the forty mothers, I would like to tell them just one
thing the difference between success
.and failure.
"In the school room as well as
the difference is Just a differ-oncof attitude.
"No general ever won a victory who
did not go on the battlefield determined to win.
"In the home is where we form our
habits," she continued, "and the habit
rt success is not a difficult one to
Jorm.
"The most important thing for the
mother to do is to believe in her child,
see that his tasks are such that he
can do, and then openly recognize his
success.
"No child, who has had such home
training ever makes many failures In
this idea of success
its life. To teach
continuous Individual
necessitates
work in many cases, and a thorough
comradeship with the child.
"At the end of the month," she said,
smiling hopefully over the roomful cf
workers, "1 will know them all, but
until then yes. I wish I had the moth
ers here this morning." Pittsburgh

One day in New York I was com
plimenting an example of American

architecture to an American architect
of great talent. "Yes, yes," he an
swered with a touch of satire, "my
fellow countrymen would willingly
dollars
spend a hundred millions of
to build a church as beautiful as St
Mark's in Venice, but they would com
mand me, as a condition of the work,
to finish it within eighteen months."
That is a significant phrase. How it,
it possible to beautify a world which
in
transformation
is incessantly
wherein nothing is stable, and which
wishes to multiply everything it pos
sessps buildings, as it would furni
ture? To create beautiful palaces, tc
construct beautiful furniture, to at
tain the distant Ideal of perfection
time is essential time and wise de
liberation, reasonable limitation of th
multiplicity of human demands, and i
No on
pprtain stability in taste.
could have built St. Mark's or Notre
Dame in IS months, and France coulc
not have created her famous decora
tive styles of the eighteenth, centurj
if public taste had been so fickle ai
ours, and if everybody at that time
had wished to change his furnitun
Ferrero
every ten years.
in the Atlantic.
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for from the start, says a writer in
Wallace's Farmer. Keep the child on
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NO.
To Albuquerque For
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
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a light diet for a day or so; if he is
A. m. Regular com102 Meets every Monday night el N
weak, keep him in bed, and have him
use antiseptic gauze for a handkermunication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
chief. Burn these handkerchiefs and
third Thursday In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cw
disavoid the danger of spreading the
each month. Ylaltlng dially welcome. J. C. Werts, Presiease farther.
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cordially
cold
dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; O H.
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Win.
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23-2Bally. Treasurer.
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To lie field November
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W. M., EL 8 .Van Petten,
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Secretary.
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of nightgown to be inhaled through
FARE
ONE AND
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LOCAL TIME CARD
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ventive if used in time. If a hand
Five cents per line each Insertion.
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Reeeukerchief strongly scented with
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
V jt 4ia.T conclave soc d Tues- Attend this convention and
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where
a
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grip germs
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enjoy a splendid program. Adadvertisements charged
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Arrive
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likely to be found, the danger of condresses by Hon. P. P. Claxton,
will be booked at space actually set
Kinkel, B. C; Cha. Tamme,
No. 2. .. 9:10 p. m. .. !:& p.
tagion is greatly lessened. The odor
Is rather pleasing, and some parents
i United States Commissioner of ft without regard to number of words-CasNo. 4 '..11:05 p. m... .11:05 p. r
have their children use it continually fa Rdueation. and other noted edu- - li
In advlnce preferred.
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during the season of colds.
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Have the victim of a bad cold use a
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month
plan; and teach him to be careful.
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Temple at 7:33 p. m. H, No. 3.
a cough? A coffin," has too much
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Hubbard,
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truth in it to be funny. "Only a cold"
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many people say, but the cold is a
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inclusive.
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.Weal Inactive Kidneys Cause
Much Trouble
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SATURDAY,

NOVEMBER

Maybelle looked at him with suspicion gathering In her glance.
"I didn't expect to see you in Wollaston so soon again."
He leaned confidentially over the

counter.
,
"I'll tell you

this trip's unofficial,"
he explained.
"I just ran down from
Grafton because well, I sort of wanted to square myself, Miss
Lacey. You
got mad at me last trip, and I didn't
have a chance to put myself right
then. You know in business we don't
think anything of an Invitation to din
ner or lund
Maybefje's rrteifs were denpnfni
. hi
t ivwji
and she looked disturbed.
"Please, Mr. McCall, don't speak of
it. 1 had forgotten, she protested.
"But I know what you thought
BLADDER
that I was too familiar, too fresh
His frankness was embarrassing.
Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
"Well, I'll apologize and tell you I
are caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to Liter out
wouldn't offend you for the world.
It
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The only
me the way you took me
way to and thinking about getting married," up, bothered
When I got as near as Grafton'
positively and permanently cure such troubles is to remove reflected one-ha.
Wollas-tonof feminine
A long pause followed, and Miss
the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
Lacey took the opportunity to change
medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because they are
"(iuess she's given uu the idea of
subject. They chatted awhile, and
made wholly of those healing, f.' rengthening and restorative ever setting a husband, and fixing up tne
he turned to go. Then, with his hand
to
care
of
take
herself the rest of her on the
ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these imdoor, he looked back.
portant and vital organs. See tliat you get Foley Kidney Pills days," the other half decided.
"I'd like to know you've really for
With Maybelle it was simply a Ques
for your kidney and bladder troubles.
They are tonic in action, tion of self preservation coupled with given me," he said wistfully. "Now
if you'll take dinner with me at the
quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
, the desire to be active.
hotel tonight"
O. G. 8CHAEFER.
RED CROSS DRUG CO
"I've got to do something. There's
Mr. McCall!
No. nn. Inrippri"
only a little money, and I've got to
Maybelle was half laughing in spite
put it to good use. I don't know of or
her dignity; but she continued to
anything I'm specially fitted for; but hake her
head; and her caller walked
ttinik I can keep a little shop. I
away with an air of dejection.
know everybody around.
Folks like
Three months later Porter McCall
ffio; and I think they'll trade with me. came
in again. He was on his reg
And
I'll enjoy
waiting ' on them ular trip this time.
"Nothing wanted in your line," an
Alter all those dull, dreary years at nounced
the little storekeeper.
It
home, she meant; but she was too was
early snrins then, and she
loyal to express such sentiments.
frills of white lace and a
The little shop was opened, a mod-e- becoming
Knot or violet ribbon. Her glance was
place just off the thoroughfare,
"I've got the quarter
with a small window and a small door quite friendly.
dozen yet.
Folks seem to be sur
and room enough inside for stock,
at my having them; and one
f'nc Maybelle spent her money din. prised
old, lady said I v;r.s too
"l ily and chose
so she made So
they're on the shelf yet I guess
- !e an attractive wisely,
She had I'll keep them till
display.
Christmas and give
novelties and unique articles them away.
''
utility that were not to be found
He sat down and
over an
' where in town.
Her friends came hour. He seemed to stayed
have something
xee hrr, and liked her cordial serv- - on
his mind, and finally he spoke seriously.
Then one day came a "drummer"
"You won't see me again In Wollas'' '
a big,
firm in New ton for a
I don't know how
lie was taking orders for silk long. Seemswhile;
to me it's time I was
a
new
silk
warranted not on that social list of
petticoats,
yours. I've
to split, crack or rattle. He talked known
you some time now. and I've
lii.nitly of the value of the Clover-Iji.ioi- thought of you a lot. Miss
Lacey,
label.
if I should invite you to dinner
Hut I couldn't sell anything like now "
that here," said Maybelle, standing:
She raised a warning hand.
civet, and dignified behind her coun
If you're not incorrigible!" she
"Oh,
ter. "Resides. Mr-M- r.-"
exclaimed.
"Why do vou neraint In
Porter McCall, at your
me a dinnor, Mr. McCall?"
service." He slipped a card within offering
1 U
tell you. I like you, Miss
reach of her fingers.
"Why, these Lacey, and I want to get
you away
silk skirts are just what you need to from
the store from business; some
give your stock weight.. Use 'em for place where we can
get better ac
a background
light and shade gives quainted. Dinner's a lonesome affair
lie proper tone.
See?"
for me. I fancied you
sitting there
He swished the ruffled ..breadths of
opposite me, and I thought well,
a dazzling rose colored
over
garment
maybe you'd rather go to a .vliow ?
his extended arm. His even mot Jmro I'd like to
entertain you somehow be
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Their merrv twinkle fore I go. It's my last
hailengingly.
chance "
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
disarmed the wary shopkeeper..
S. B. Davis, Vice President
"What do you mean?"
Why, two or three of those hung
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
Hal)" Raynolds, Cashier.Her voice had, sharpened, and she
lip in my little place would hide the lifted her head in a
startled way
rest of my stock," laughed Maybelle.
"Why, it's just this wav," he hiNo, Mr. McCall, I'm sorry: but I swered.
"I'm
to give up t recouldn't give you a worth while order eling, and take going
charge uf the Clover-blooanyway.
branch in Boston. So 'his is
"Why, I don't care how small it la my last
trip."
say a quarter dozen now seelneMiss Lacey opened a, box mechanii s you.
ically, and fumbled with the cruitmt
Maybelle drew back blushir'e. Her She looked across the counter.
flew
quiet glance
reprovingly to ber to speak, and hesitated. The m;i:i In
companion s race, but he appeared so the chair sighed deeply as he watrWi
OF LAS VEGAS. N M
so inoffensive, that her her.
indignation faded.
'I understand.
You don't Hkp'mn
'1 hree
that You won't go."
petticoats
why,
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
wouldn't be any order at all," she pro
She leaned toward him and her
,
tested.
yes met his, dark and misty.
'That'll do for a start." said the
"It isn't that," she said unfttv
ir
of
Cloverbloom asent, as he drew out McCall, Wollaston is a
we
small
nhro
Ms
order book.
a. re
to give
and I am in a position wher t
best of service
.
Maybelle found herself observe its least social law. T"
cannot
saying. "Well, three then. One black, rllno with von at thu
one white and one green.
Hut I'm
she appeared rjiarmintlv em..
afraid"
fused, and he sprang from his' h.jir
"And I'll ,look in next time I come md came
eagerly to the counter "f
to town. Miss l;aeey. It Is Miss, isn't
you are going to be here tomorrow-Sund- ay
it?" He put his book in his pocket,
I would like" her
snapped his sample case shut, and was bewllderincly eneonrmHn smile
looked at her quizzically.
would like
you take dinner
Rer plump figure wore its' plain with me, at to have
my home."
black gown gracefully; her deep blue
"At your home!" He
eyes and soft brown hair set off the ingly overjoyed.
"Why, a real ho:,
fair bloom of her complexion.
She dinner and with you.
Say. it'll br:r
had an ingratiating, friendly air which the feasts of
Lucullus!"
Wollaston understood, but the strangWhat else he would have said f- ter ihad yet to fathom its meaning.
was checked by the appearance
"Will you take dinner with me, customer
but Sunday was close :.
Mih-LaceyT" he asked breezily. "I'm hand.
AssReservations-Lar- ge
"the
;
and Ti
leaving on,
The .next week Wollaston onn: i
ortment-fine
--ehjoy your company first rate."
all
mat mayoelle T.aeey was readv fr
y"
Then Maybelle Lacey leaned .over out. Ridders
r,.'.
wpre forthr.nmii,,r
the counter, and all her characteristic
'is little shop had been prosperous
dignity and indignation were in full
"And she's going away eoine tr
force. Her snapping eyes looked dia stranger!" remarked fWi
irnrry
of
rectly into his face, and her soft Hps nine Wollaston.
"Why. he nevr
'
drew tensely.
called to see her but once. Tfee
I
"No, sir, will not!" she made plain of
taking such a sudden notion af',v.
response. "You have no right to in- all these
for
use.
vite me. I bought your goods, Mr.
Indifferent to the various conierMcCall, but our business relations do lures and
criticisms, the retired shoiv
not warrant your asking me to dinner Veoper. made
her preparations happily.
with you."
tier wedding day was only two wn Porter McCall's cheerful counteA
Vay.
sparkling ring graced her
nance instantly darkened ruddily.
'nft hand. Her fiance's nearest r,h.
"Oh er I beg your pardon.
No ives had sent her affectionate
mp
harm meant a rrtere business cour sages. Her trousseau was
com
nearly
Good
Miss
he
tesy.
day,
Lacey,"
pleted; it Included three silk pettifound himself stammering; and then coats,
one Mack, ene white, and onr
he was outside the little door and green, all
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers
bearing the valuable Clover
hustling toward his hotel.
bloom label.
A month later, Miss Laeey looked
In Boston. Porter MoCbJI um
up from a pile of embroidery silks Ing his friends that he
she was assorting tq see the repre- marry a woman who was going to
could cook "fit
of the Cloverbloom
comTENNIS STARS INVADE EAST
of the New York state and Pacific sentative
for a king," and then he gave there 7..
He
was
at
again.
her all invitations to dinner in
smiling
San Francisco, Nov. 22. Like the coast championships, and his partner pany
the neat
across the counter as genially as future.
celebrated commander of ancient In doubles, Miss Ella Fettrell. The ever.
.''
(Copyright,, ms, by th MeClure News"All sold outr he asked blithely.
times, who journeyed lar from home trip is undertaken at the invitation
paper aynaicaxe,;
"Not one. A woman almost bought
of the Manila Lawn Tennis associato find new worlds to conquer, two
but
the
decided
was
It
Zowiel
too
green one,
tion, but the pair will play at Honoof the foremost tennis stars of Ameri- lulu on the
You see I told you they
"I wonder." said the tnotorman
way, and will take In light.
don't come to me for such things."
ca" sailed from this city today for a Toklo,
"why a fight is called a scrap?"
Hong Kong and! Shanghai
"Put 'em In the window," he sugb'eeause," replied the conductor
three months' campaign In the Orient. tournaments before
returning home gested.
'it la a broken peace." And he stave
M.
William
are
'
holder
They
Johnston,
in the spring.
hi
two bells to go- ahead.
By ELLA R. PEARCE.
When old Mr. Laeey died, two years
after his
wife had gone
to her final rest, "Wollaston wondered.
what'Maybelle Lacey would do. Since
her early girlhood, Maybelle had been
companion and nurse to her parents,
one after the other, and housekeeper
for the brother until his marriage;
and iiui duties had ieit her time ioi
little else.
to the surprise of the townspeople,
the young woman announced that she
would rent her house, reserving rooms
for herself, and open a little shop in
the industrial center of VV'ollaston.
"1 should
think she'd be getting
out in society and church affairs now;
d
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We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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Direct from the Indian
colorings
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eight-thirty-

unique patterns

These blankets are Genuine Souveniers
the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased
or gifts.
home
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Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.
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Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

Your Thanksgiving
OYSTERS
CHICKEN
AND OTHER. GOOD THINGS

TURKEY

New Dill Pickles

Sour

New

Pickles
New

Jersey Sweet Potatoes. Oxford Fruit
5 lb.

C&ke

Tins. 1 lb. Packages

Free

LOCAL NLWS

Let Us Have Your Order for

at

Bar.

Free

Free

SECTIONAL

SPECIAL OFFER

Adv.

135

From now lilt Thanksgiving
we will give free a $4.00
Hat with every Suit or Ov-

Lost One pair- field glasses.
to Red Cross Drug Store Adv.
Fine turkey dinner at Merchants
Cafe tomorrow. Bring your friends.

ercoat sold of

Adv.

Thursday,' Thanksgiving day. Holy
communion, 10:30 o'clock. St. Paul's
church.

Correct Garments for Men

I

,

REDUCTIONS

More than 1,000 Lubin dollars were
paid to the soldier boys by Major L.
W. llfeld this afternoon. The prompt

The interior of the E. G. Murphey
drug store is receiving a complete repainting, and is being generally beautified. New wall paper and various
other improvements are being made.

If it may

The
Science of

include

termed

be

a

means

of

a science

must

presenting the

--

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.
To reach this
class in the southwest us

Selling
Farms

mHHi

Vivian Chavez was arrested last
night at the request of Mrs. Nicholas
Spitman, who stated to the officers
that Chavez was In a dangerous mood
and had caused considerable disturb
ance In her neighborhood. Judge D.
R. Murray this morning placed Chavez
under a $300 peace bond.

Albert "Ted" Hayward, who recent

the

lv accepted a temporary position as
assistant secretary of the Y. M. C. A.,
will leave Monday afternoon for Dem- ing. where he will take a position as

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

a clerk in the Fred Harvey establish
ment. E. A, Poe will succeed Mr.
Hayward at the Y. M. C. A.
HAD TO HELP BELL
Chicago, Nov. 22. One prosperous

At

A

the Home of the Best of Everything Eatable
Carload of New Goods just received, consisting

of:

All kinds of Canned Fruits,

Vegetables, Preserves, Jams,
Jellies, Pickles, Mince Meat,
Dried Fruits of all kinds,
Fresh Nuts, Candied Fruits,
Figs, Dates.

independent telephone company was
represented today by a witness for
the government in the hearing here
suit
in the government's anti-truand
American
the
Telephone
against
Telegraph company. Edwin D. Schade,
general manager of the Johnstofn, Pa.
Telephone company, and vice president of the Independent Telephone
association, testified that his company had forced the Bell system to
the wall in his territory. Mr. Schade
said that he had rrged a few persons,
including one of his own directors, to
subscribe for the Bell service in order not to have the "trust" business
reduced so far that It would be driven
out of the western l'ennsylvaniaJTIeld
altogether.

Of

11AYWARD CO. STORE

ANY TIE IN

Las Vegas Automobile

This includes all

Opposite the Y.M.CA.

AND DEPARTURE
ALTERED

1

AS VEGAS OPTIC

TIMES

information regarding the
change in the Santa Fe time table was
received in Las Vegas this morning.
Instead of the several changes that
were rumored at first the time table
shows only three alterations in the
passenger schedule, concerning trains
Nos. 1, 10 and 2.
Train No. 1, westbound, which now
arrives here at 1:29 o'clock In the
afternoon, after December 7 will arrive at 1:10 o'clock and remain 25
minutes for dinner. Train No. 10
eastbound, will arrive at 1:35 p m
instead of 1:45 o'clock, and will take
dinner here. Train No. 2, eastbound,
which now arrives at J: 10 o'clock In
the evening, will arrive at 7:20 o'clock
and will leave at 7:45 o'clock.
All other trains will arrive and depart according to their present schedule. Both trains of the De Lute will
arrive In Las Vegas at sight, tfo. 26
passing through, at 1:50 o'clock a. si-- ,
and No. 19 at 3:20 o'clock . m.

Wm. Whalen. Pn,p.

GOAL

the new colorings
in Silk and Velvets
in the new shapes

Co

i

11

mut

MOST HEAT FOR YOUH MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

1

wholesale: and retail

in RpvprJhIn nnrl

Flowing End 4 In
Hands.

FOX PROMISES A

GETTYSBURG

PICTURES

Official

The Ladies' Altar society of the
West eide held a very enjoyable dance
last night at the Hotel Romaine. The
affair was largely attended.
Women

carpet-sewer-

cnttncER

BOUCHER'S

Cloth typewriter cover. Call
at The Optic office.

FOUND

..BISMARK
last

month.

Specials

No.

Why?

GENERAL MANAGER SAYS SANTA
FE NEEDS SUCH A STRUCTURE HERE

MANAGERS DUNCAN AND BROWNE
SECURE ONE MORE DAY'S
USE OF FILMS

Because of the great interest shown
in the big
l
special film, "The
Battle of Gettysburg," Managers Duncan and Browne have secured it for
presentation at the Browne theater
tomorrow as well as tonight. It was
announced yesterday that the picture
would be shown tonight and this afternoon only, but such a large crowd
turned out to the matinee presentation today and the picture bo well
pleased all who saw it, that the thea1914.
ter men decided to hold the films for
"We neeed this round house and we
tomorrow night It required considmust have it," ald Mr. Fox this afternoon.
"The present building has erable telegraphing and expense to
well served Its purpose, but the pres- get the reels for tomorrow.
"The Battle of Gettysburg" cost
ent time demands a larger and more
$75,000 to produce.
A special reprecomplete structure."
Mr. Fox stated that business is sentative of the Mutual Film corporaon
good1 with his company, and that this tion is accompanying the reels
division Of the road has advanced in their journey about the country, and
At
a business way considerably, although each set is insnred for $5,000.
at times there is either a decrease Denver this picture played to 90,000
or increase in the passenger or freight people at the Paris theater, and the
traffic. Last September the freight Denver papers claimed it for the most
business dropped 20 per cent, but the wonderful reproduction ever made by
passenger business increased 22 per the use of the camera. Over 4,000
cent. Although this frequently oc- men and 2,000 horses take part, and
curs, business has been good on the there ia a vast amount of equipment
New Mexico division vegardless of used. The reels require one and one-ha- lf
the numerous changes ' that- have
hours for presentation. taken place during the past several
A
story leads up1 to
years
the time of the battle, and the eduIn regard to the establishment of cational value of the
production must
a building at the depot by the Com ; not be overlooked, as the battle
mercial club as an,. exhibit place Mr. scenes show Pickett's
charge, also
Pox stated that it is' quite possible
'Generals Meade, Pickett, Reynolds,
that this may be permitted as various Lee
and others. Abraham Lincoln ap
buildings of this kind are now sit pears in the picture. The likenesses
uated at different places along the
of famous military men are striking
Santa Fe. Mr. Pox, however, has retheir uniforms and costumes are
jand
ceived no communication on. the mat- i
correct.
historically
ter and does not speak authoritatively.
Mr. Ripley, accompanied by his
CORNELL IS WINNER
wife, is on his way 'to California,
where he spends each winter. Mr.
New Tork, Nov. 22. Cornell won'
Fox accompanied the president only the team championship in the sixth
race this afteras lar as Albuquerque, and will pass annual
Associathrough Las Vegas again tonight on noon of the
tion of Amateur Athletics of America.
his way to Denver.
i
R, S. Boyd of Harvard won the individual championship.
Subscribe for The Optic.
five-ree-

d
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DELICIOUS
EATABLES
Genuine Camembert

You ourjht to eat
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

RETAINED FOli SUNDAY

much-neede-

FULL CREAM CHEESE

Hodcarriers'
International
The
Union pays its president a salary e,f
$4,500 at year,

NEW ROUND HOUSE

That Las Vegas may expect the
Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged erection of a new and
complete round
in wood. Direct from the distillery to house was
the statement of Fred C.
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. Pox,
general manager of the western
lines of the Santa Pe railway, who
More than one million workers empassed through Las Vegas this afterployed in the metal industry In Ger- noon
accompanying President and
many get a week's vacation annually Mrs. E. P. Ripley. Mr. Fox stated
with Day.
that although general financial conditions had prevented' construction
this year, the Santa Fe expects to
build the
building In

of San Fran-

s

cisco have organized.

Don't Worry
Over Dust Germs

Phone Main 33

Machine

&

Phone Main 344.

I

T

CLEANER,

READS THE

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

Inlaid Linoleum

Have Them Drawn from your rugs
and carpets with the VACUUM

FMiCOPY

MODST

OVERL AND

3 $1.00 square yard for $1.25

Over 5000 people ate at

Ills the EASIEST, SIMPLEST
and MOST SANITARY way.

AT YOUR liCBH

rJ,

our

"Virginia" Bacon
(or breakfast

Fancy Cauliflower,

Lettuce

-

heart-Intere-

J

Cellery and Sweet Potatoes

THE GRAAF

FULLY EfUSPPEB

ed Linoleum

The Jewish people of the city will
TABLE CHANGES
observe the celebration of B'nal
B'Rith day tomorrow, and a jollificaAFFECT THREE TRAINS
tion will take place tomorrow night
r
at the O. R. C. hall. Dr. Mendel
of Albuquerque will speak.
NOS. 1,, 10 and 2 HAVE ARRIVAL

Methodist church tomorrow morning
at 11 o'clock. A cordial invitation
is extended to the public to attend.
He comes highly recommended as an
able speaker.

&

The Las Vegas Agents

are offering

f:

Sll-be-

LAS VEGAS LIGHT & POWER CO.

for Thanksgiving.
To accomplish this

50c square yard for 65c Print-

Til

you in less than a minute."

51
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THANKSGIVING WEEK

The Sisterhod Reading circle of
Temple Montefiore will meet Tuesday, November 25, with Mrs. Cecilio
The meeting will be held
Roson,vald.
at 3 o'clock, and all members are
urged to be present.

Mr. A. G. Knebel, international railroad secretary of the Y. M. C. A.,
will occupy the pulpit at the First

c. johnsen
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THE HOUSE

Adv.

have another slice ready for

This Complete
Weis Sectional only

LINOLEUMS AND RUGS FOR

Don't forget the date, December 4,
when the Ladies' Aid of the Baptist
church will hold Its "White Sale."
Also the bakery goods from home.
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pay is appreciated by the guard.
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Carried

WE

STORE

CLOTHING

The subjects of discourse at the
Christian tabernacle for Sunday will
be "Atitude" aud "The Prepared
Feast."

This is electric

reasonable

you to have a new

TAICHERT'S

Best bill of fare in town at Merchants Cafe tomorrow. Don't Miss it.

"Have a piece of toast?

market. Also the most
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The choir of St. Paul's Memorial
church will meet for rehearsal tonight at 7:15 o'clock in the church.

Adv.

are the best on the

We want all of l

Come in and take advantage of this offer and you
will be thankful.

The Ladles' Guild will meet at 2:30
on Tuesday with Mrs. D. T.
Hoskins, 620 Washington.

BOOK CASES
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o'clock

Stearns' Store

1913.

The Weis and Gunn

The Altar Guild will meet on Fri-da-y
at 4:15 o'clock with Miss Mann,
1022 Seventh street

ScoJshipt Oysters

22,

6:3--

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon

at the Opera

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY,

Mora Vegetables
Apples Galore, Cranberries

Our
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CITY STEAKS.
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